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We propose a framework for the syrtthesis of temporal logic programs
which are formulated in a simple temporal logic programming language
from both positive and negative examples. First we will prove that results
from the theory of first order inductive logic programming carry over to
the domain of temporal logic. After this we will show how programs formulated in the presented language can be generalized or specialized in order
to satisfy the specification induced by the sets of examples.
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1 lntroduction
The field .oflnductive Logic Programming (ILP) is an active research area. However, to
the best of our knowledge, the results of this field have not been applied to temporal
logic programming by now. We will present a simple programming language and
show how programs written in this language can be induced from sets of positive and
negative examples. The programming language which we will use is linear in the sense
that it only allows the usage of one temporal operator o, the so called Next-StateOperator.
We will proceed as follows:
• We will define fundamental concepts used throughout this report. This includes
first order logic, logic programming, automata theory and temporal logic.
• After this we will define the programming language of interest. We will see
that this language is very simple but one can model many interesting concepts
within this language. After the introduction of this language we will introduce a
proof procedure for it. This procedure is a slight generalization of a well known
procedure from logic programming.
• After these basic sections we will show how programs and clauses can be generalized and specialized with respect to certain orderings. This gives a way to define
refinement operators which specialize and generalize programs and clauses.
• The last part of the report will be a section which introduces a complexity
measure for certain classes of programs. We will see how complicated the task
of synthesizing a program from positive and negative examples really is.
The basic task to be performed by an ILP system is the following: given two sets [+
ane E- of so called positive and negative examples, find a program P which has the
following properties:

• P

f= e for

• P

~

every e E [+ and

e for every e

E

E-.

That is, every positive example has to be a logical consequence of the program and
no negative example is allowed to be a consequence. This setting has been studied for
the case of first order logic for quite a long time. But for temporal logic this approach
is new (at least for first order languages since for propositional temporal logic there
has been some research in system refinement, see e.g. [Pnu92]).
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2 Preliminaries
First order logic deals with the task of proving that something is a logical consequence
of something eise. In formal terms this means _that one is given a set of premises or
axioms (written as formulas) and he/she is asked to prove that a given theorem (which
is again written as a formula) is a logical consequence of these axioms. To formalize
this we will have to define a certain kind of syntax, i.e. a language in which everything
we use is formulated. We will therefore first define signatures. Signatures can be seen
as the letters from which the words of our logical language can can be built. After
that we define terms, atoms and formulas in general. The last part of the syntax will
be concerned with substitutions, i.e. mappings which replace certain symbols in a
formula with other symbols. The definition of syntax will be com'plete after that.
All results from this and the following sections will be stated without proving them.
The reader which is interested in a more in-depth introduction to first order logic is
referred to [Sho67], [Rau02] and [SH61].

2.1 Signatures
As we have mentioned before, the first logical objects which we have to define are
signatures. They allow us to form terms and formulas by stating which symbols can
be used and which cannot. We will have to deal with two different kind of symbols:
function symbols and predicate symbols. While function symbols will be used to build
terms, predicate symbols will be used to build atoms. Every formula will then be built
from atoms and terms using several connectives and quantifiers.

= (F, Pr, V, a) where F is
a finite set of Eunction-symbols, Pr is a finite set of predicate-symbcls and V is a
countably infinite set of variable-symbols. Furthermore a is a mapping from F U Pr U
V ----> N (called the arity-Eunction) with the following properties:

D efinition 2.1 (S ignature) A signature is a tuple sig

1. a(f) E N for every f E F,
2. a(p) E N for every p E Pr and
3. a(x)

=

0 for every x E V.

A signature sig
as

= ({fi, ... , fn 1 }, {p1, ... ,Pn2 }, {x1 , ... , xi, ... , },a) will also be written

( (f1, a(fi)), · · · , (fn 1 , a(fn1 )); (P1, a(p1)), · · · , (Pn 2 , a(Pn 2 )), { X1, . · · , Xi, ... } )
or
if it is clear, which set of variable symbols will be used.
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2.2 Terms and Formulas
The first objects which can be built from a signature are terms. Terms will be the
elements which are the possible values 1 of the variable symbols. We have three different
kinds of terms:
• the variables,
• the constants 2 and
• the terms of the form f(t1 , ... , tn)·
The next definition formalizes this.

Definition 2.2 (Terms) Let sig = (F, Pr, V , a) be a signature. Then the set 'r(sig)
of terms which are built using symbols from sig is defined inductively as follo ws:
1. For every x E V: x E 'r(sig) ,

2.. for every constant symbol c E F (i.e.every f E F with a(f)
3. if f E F is a function symbol with a(f)
terms, then f(t1, ... , tn) E 'r(sig) and

=n >

0 and

= 0): c E 'r(sig) ,

t1 , ... , tn E 'r(sig) are

4. no other strings are terms over sig.
Let us illustrate this in an example.

Example 2.1 Assume that sig = ((!, 1), (g, 2);; {x1 , x2, X3, . . . ), i.e. at this moment
we don't bother about predicate symbols. Then

• f (x1),
• f(f (x1), X2)
• and g(f(g(f(g(f(x1) , x2)), x3)), x1)
are terms while g(x 1) is not a term.
The next more complicated kind of objects are the so called atoms. Atoms are the
smallest formulas which can be built from a signature. No connectives, negations or
quantifiers are allowed. Formally:

Definition 2.3 (Atoms) Let sig = (F, Pr, V, a) be a signature. Then the set 121.(sig)
of atoms which are built using symbols from sig is defined inductively as follows:
1 w. r. t ..
2

a fixed way to define the meaning of a formula
We denote function symbols f with a(f) = 0 as constants. Some authors have chosen a different
approach but this is uncritical as soon as we have defined semantics
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1. If p E Pr is a predicate symbol with a(p) = 0 3 , then p E Ql(sig),

2. if p E Pr is a predicate symbol with a(p)
terms, then p(t1, ... , tn) E Ql(sig) and

=

n > 0 and ti, ... , tn E 'I(sig) are

3. no other strings are atoms over sig.
Again we will illustrate this definition in an example.

Example 2.2 Let sig be the signature from example 2.1 with the only difference that
Pr is now not empty but it consists of two symbols p and q with n:(p) = 1 and a(q) = 2.
Then p(x 1) and q(f(x2), x3) are atoms while q(x1) is not an atom.
The next two definitions are standard. While atoms and negated atoms are referred to
as literals, general formulas are built from literals using the connectives /\, V,-+ and
f-4 as well as the quantiflers V and 3.

Definition 2.4 (Literals) Let sig = (F, Pr, V, a) be a signature. Then the set .C(sig)
of atoms which are built using S'!(Tnbols from sig is defined as follows:
1. If <p E Ql(sig) is an atom, then <p E .C(sig),

2. if <p E Ql(sig) is an atom, then -.cp E .C(sig) and
3. no other strings are literals over sig.
So we have
.C(sig) = Ql(sig) U {-.cpl<p E Ql(sig)}

Definition 2.5 (Formulas) Let sig = (F,Pr, V,a) be a signature. Then the set
J(sig) of formulas which are built using symbols from sig is defined inductively as
follows:
1. If <p E .C(sig) is a literal, then <p E J(sig),

2. if <p, 'l/; E J(sig) are formulas, then -.cp, (<p V 'l/;), (<p /\ 'l/;), (<p -+ 'l/;), (<p
J(sig),

f-4

'l/;)

E

3. if <p E J(sig) is a formula and x E V is a variable symbol, then Vx<p E J(sig) and
3x<p E J(sig) and

4. no other strings are formulas over sig.
Example 2.3 Again consider the signature from example 2.2. Then -.q(x 1,x2 ) and
p(f(x3)) are literals. Furthermore Vx1 (p(x1) .....:. 3x2(q(x2, f(x3))) is a formula.

3p

is then called a propositional variable
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So for a fixed signature sig with a nonernpty set Pr of predicate syrnbols we have

2l(sig)

c

~(sig)

c 'J(sig)

We will follow the conventions that brackets in forrnulas are ornitted as often as possible, so cp o 'lj; represents the forrnula (cp o 'lj;) for every connective o.
If 'lj; = Qxcp is a forrnula (for sorne Q E {V, 3} and sorne x E V) then the forrnula cp
is called the scope of the variable x in 'lj; If Q = \!, then x is said to be universally
quantified in 'lj; while if Q = 3 x is called existentially quantified in 'lj;. Variables which
are neither existentially nor universally quantified in a forrnula 'lj; are called free in 'lj;.
Example 2.4 If cp =\!xi \lx2(p(x1) ____, q(x3, X3)) then xi and x2 are universally quantified in cp, while X3 is free in cp. If 'lj; = \lx1\lx2(p(x1) ____, :lq(x3,X3)) then x1,x2 are
universally quantified in 'lj; while X3 is existentially quantified in 'lj;.

In the sequel we will refer to the set quan( cp) as the set of all variables in a forrnula
cp, which are quantified in cp (existentially or universally quantified), while free(cp)
represents the set of variables which are free in cp. Furtherrnore var( cp) denotes the set
of all variables in cp. Since every variable in cp in cp is quantified or free in cp we have
var( cp) = quan( cp) U free( cp).

2.3 Substitutions and Unification
Substitutions are operations which can be applied to objects and which will yield
objects again. The action a substitutions carried out is the replacernent of variables
by terrns. For this let sig = (F, Pr, V, a) be a fixed signature.

D efinition 2.6 (Substitution) A substitution is a mapping

e

If is a substitution, the extension fJ of
way:

e from V

e : V____, 'I(sig).

to 'I(sig) is defined in the obvious

• If t =XE V then e(t) = B(x) and

• if t(f(ti, ... , tn) E 'I(sig), then fJ(t) = f(fJ(ti), ... , fJ(tn)).
This extension fJ can now be extended further to a rnapping iJ defined on 'J(sig)U'I(sig) :
• If cp = t E 'I(sig), then iJ(t) = fJ(t),

• if cp = p(t1, ... , tn) E 2l(sig), then iJ(cp) = p(fJ(ti), ... , fJ(tn)),
• if cp = •p(t1, ... , tn) E ~(sig), then iJ(cp) = •p(iJ(ti), ... lJ(tn)) and
• if cp = 'l/;1 o'l/;2 for 'l/;1, 'l/;2 E 'J(sig) and o E { A, V,____,,~}, then iJ(cp) = iJ('l/;1)oiJ('l/;2).
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From now on we will identify (), fj and iJ and we will write () for a substitution, no
matter on witch set it is defined.
We will write substitutions as sets, i.e. if a substitution () replaces variables x1, ... , Xn
with terms t 1, ... ,tn we will write () = {xi/t1, ... ,xn/tn}· Each pair xi/ti is called
a binding. A substitution a = xifti, ... ,xn/tn}where each ti is a variable is called
a variable substitution. A variable substitution with the property that for each i E
{ 1, ... , n} there is a j with Xi = tj is called a renaming substitution or a renaming for
short.
We will also use the following notation: if 'ljJ is a formula and () is a substitution, then
'lj;() stands for the formula () ('ljJ).

Example 2.5 Considertheformulascp1 =p(x1,a,x2)----> q(x2 ,x1 ) andcp2 =p(x1,X1,x2)
p( x 2, x 2, x 1) and the substitution () = {xi/ f (a), x2 / a}. then we have
p(f(a), a, a)----> q(a, f(a))
p(f(a), f(a),a)

+-->

p(a, a, f(a))

In later chapters we will need the composition of substitutions, i.e. a way to build
bigger substitutions from smaller ones. Therefore we define the composition right
here.

Definition 2. 7 (Composition of Substitutions) Let ()l = {xi/t1, ... , Xn/tn} and
() 2 = { xUt~, ... , x~/t~} be substitutions. Then the composition () = e1 o e2 is defined
as the substitution which is formed from

after all bindings of the form xifti()2 with Xi
with x~ E {x 1 , ... , Xn} have been deleted.

= ti()2 and all bindings of the form

xUt~

We denote the substitution which is given by 0 with E and call it the empty substitution.
A special dass of substitutions turns out to be important. This is the dass of substitutions which makes two syntactical different objects (terms, formulas) identical. This
means that for 'lj; 1, 1/J2 E 'I(sig) U ~(sig) with 'lj;1 =/= 'lj; 2 there is a substitution u such
that u('l/J1) = u('l/J2).

Definition 2.8 (Unifier) Let 'lj; 1 and 1/J2 be two logical objects. 'lj; 1 and 'lj; 2 are called
unifiable if there is a substitution a with a('lj; 1 ) = a('lj; 2 ). a is then called a unifier.
This definition can be extended to sets of objects: if S is a set of objects with S =
{01, ... , On} then a is a unifier for S if a unifies every pair (oi, Oj).
In general there is more than one unifier for two unifiable objects 'lj; 1 and 'lj; 2. However
we can point out certain unifiers which are minimal in a way that they do not change
more variables as necessary.
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+-->

Definition 2.9 (Most general Unifier) Let S be a set of logical objects. A substitution a is called a most general unifier for S if a is a unifier for S and for every
unifier () for S there exists a substitution ()' such that () = a o ()'. lf a is a most general
unifier for 'l/J1 and 'l/J2 we write a = mgu('lfJ 1, 'l/J2).
The calculation of unifiers for two or more objects will turn out tobe very important.
So it is necessary to have efficient algorithms to perform this task. The two most
important algorithms are described in [PW78] and [MM82, Apt97]. While the first one
is a linear algorithm, the second one is easier to understand although it is in general
not linear in runtime. Nevertheless if UNIFY denotes the problem of calculating a
unifier for two objects, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 2.1 UNIFY E O(n).

2.4 Semantics of First Order Logic
In the last section we have defined the syntax of formulas. This means we have defined
what a formula is and what is not. Semantics on the other side is concerned with the
meaning of a formula. Therefore we will give a meaning to the symbols in a signature.
This includes interpreting the function symbols with functions over a given set (the
universe) and interpreting the atomic formulas with predicates over the set of terms
incudes by the signature and the universe). As we will see, every formula can be
evaluated in this way.

Definition 2.10 (Structure) Let sig = (F, Pr, V, a) be a signature. A structure for
sig is a tuple A = (UA, FA, PA) with the following properties:
1. UA is a nonempty set which we will call the universe of A,

2. for every symbol

f

E F there is a function

f A : U~(f)

---->

U A in FA and

3. for every symbol p E Pr there is a relation PA: U~(p)----> {O, 1} in PA.

Given a formula cp we can evaluate this formula by interpreting the symbols with
a structure and interpreting the free variables with elements from the set of terms
over the universe of this structure. So an interpretation consists of a structure and a
mapping which maps free variables to terms.

Definition 2.11 (Interpretation) Let cp E 'J(sig) be a formula over a signature sig.
An interpretation for cp is a tuple :1 ::::: (A, w) where A is a structure for sig and
w : free(cp) ----> 'I(sig) is a mapping. We define the value of objects inductively as
follows:
1. If x E V is a variable, then .J(x)
2. if 'l/J

=

w(x),

= p(t1 , ... , tn), then .J('l/J) = PA(.J(ti), ... , .J(tn))

3. if '!/J = •p(t1, ... , tn) , then :1(1/J) = 1 - .J('l/J),
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E

{O, 1},

4. if 'lj;

=

't/J1 /\ 't/J2, then .J('tf;) = min{.J('tf;1), .J('tf;2)},

5. if 'lj; = 't/J1 V 't/J2, then .J('tf;) = max{.J('tf;1) , .J('tf;2)},
6. if 'lj; = 't/J1 ____, 't/J2, then .J('tf;) = max{.J(•'t/J1),.J('tf;2)},
7. if 'lj; = 't/J1

+-->

't/J2, then .J('tf;) = min{.J('tf;1 ____, 't/J2), .J('tf;2 ____, 't/J1)},

8. if 'lj; = 't/xr.p, then .J('tf;) = 1 if for all a E UA we have .:r:(r.p) = 1 and
9. if 'lj; = 3xr.p, then .J('tf;) = 1 if for one a

E

UA we have .:r:(r.p) = 1.

Here .:r: denotes the interpretation which emerges from .:1 if x is interpreted with a.

Definition 2.12 (Model)
1. Let 'lj; be a formula and let .:1 be an interpretation.
If .J('tf;) = 1 we write .:1 f= 'lj; and .:1 is then called a model for 'lj;. If .J('tf;) = 0
we write .:1 ~ 'lj;.
2. Let

\[!

be a set of formulas and let .:1 be an interpretation. We write .:1
E '11. Again .:1 is called a model in this case.

.:1 f= 'lj; for every 'lj;

3. A formula 'lj; is called satisfiable if there is an interpretation .:r with .:r

f=

\[!

if

F 'lj;.

4. A formula 'lj; is called valid or a tautology if .:1 f= 'ljJ for every interpretation .:f.
In this case we also write

f= 'lj;.

5. A formula 'lj; is called unsatisfiable if .:1

~

'lj; for every interpretation .:f.

6. A set of formulas \[! is called satisfiable if there is an interpretation

.:r

.:1 with

F= w.

7. A set of formulas '11 is called unsatisfiable if .:1

~ \[!

for every interpretation .:f.

For a formula 'lj; we denote the set of models with Md('tf;), i.e. we have Md('tf;) =
{..Jl..J f= 'lj; }. Similarly for a set of formulas W we define
Md(\[/)

{.:1\.:1 f= 't/J for all 'lj;

n

E \[/}

Md('tf;)

1/JEiII

Now as the semantics of formulas is defined we can reason about logical consequences.
Therefore we assume that any set \[! of formulas (so called axioms) is given together
with a formula 'lj;. Then 'lj; is called a logical consequence of \[! if every model of 'lj;.

Definition 2.13 (Logical Consequence) Let \[! be a set of formulas and let 'lj; be
a formula. We call 'lj; a logical consequence of \[! if Md(\[!) s:;; Md('tf;) . In this case we
write \[! f= 'lj;. If \[! consists of a single formula 't/Jo we write 't/Jo f= 'I/; and if \[! = 0 we
write f= 'lj;.
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The last point in this definition is the same as in the definition of tautologies: a formula
is a tautology if it is a consequence of the empty set. This is because the empty set is
considered to be fulfilled by every interpretation.
Two formulas are considered tobe equivalent if they have the same models. This also
means that they do imply each other. This is formalized in the next definition.
Definition 2.14 (Logical Equivalence) Let 7/J 1 and 'ljJ 2 be two formulas. Then 'ljJ 1
and 7/J2 are said to be logical equivalent if 7/J1 f= 7/J2 and 7/J2 f= 'ljJ1. If 'ljJ1 and 7/J2 are
logical equivalent, we write 7/J1 = 7/J2. If 'ljJ1 and 7/J2 are not logical equivalent we write

7/J1 t:. 7/J2.
Of course one directly has that Md('ljJ 1 ) = Md('ljJ 2 ) if 'ljJ 1 = 'ljJ 2 . Some equivalences are
quite useful for later chapters, so we mention them here.
Theorem 2.2 (Important Equivalences) For all 'ljJ 1 ,'ljJ2 ,'ljJ3 it holds that:

7/J1 ____, 7/J2
1f1 /\ (7/J2 /\ 7/J3)
7/J1 V (7/J2 V 7/J3)
-.(7/J1A7/J2)
-.(7/J1V7/J2)

---i7/J1 V 7/J2
(7/J1 /\ 7/J2) /\ 7/J3
(7/J1 V 7/J2) V 7/J3
---i7/J1 V ---i7/J2
---i7/J1 /\ ---i7/J2

The last two equations in theorem 2.2 are usually referred to as De-Morgan's laws.
Now as we have defined a semantic consequence-relation (f=) we mention a useful tool
for proving that a formula is a logical consequence of a set of axioms. The following
lemma holds ..
Lemma 2.1 Let \ll be a set of universally quantified formulas and let 'ljJ be a formula.
Then iJ! f= 'ljJ if and only if \ll U {-.'ljJ} is unsatisfiable.
Theorem 2.3 (Finiteness Theorem) Let iI! , be any set of formulas. Then iJ! is is
satisfiable if and only if every finite subset of iJ! is satisfiable.
Theorem 2.3 can be reformulated in such a way that it turns out more useful.
Theorem 2.4 (Compactness Theorem) Let \ll be any set of formulas. Then \ll is
unsatisfiable if and only if there is a finite subset of \ll is unsatisfiable.
Combining theorem 2.4 and lemma 2.1 gives an outline of a procedure for proving that
a formula is a logical consequence of a set of axioms: We negate the formula and prove
that the union of the set of axioms and the negated formula is unsatisfiable. In the
case that the formula is indeed a logical consequence of the axioms there is a finite
subset from which this contradiction can be derived.
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2.5 lntroduction to Graph Theory
In several chapters we will need the concept of graphs which is weil known from
mathematics and theoretical computer science. Therefore our treatment will be rather
short. A reader which is more interested in this topic is referred to [DieOO] or [WesOl].
Roughly speaking, a graph consists of nodes and edges connecting these nodes. The
following definition will make this precise.
Definition 2.15 (Graph) A graph is a tuple G = (V, E) where V is a finite set of
nodes (or vertices) and E <;;;;V x V is a relation (the set of edges).
If G = (V, E) is a graph and v E V is a node from V, we define two attributes for v,
the so called indegree and the so called outdegree of v, that is the number of incoming
edges and the number of outgoing edges. Furthermore we will define an important
special case of nodes.

Definition 2.16 (Indegree, Outdegree, Root, Terminal node) Let G = (V, E)
be a graph and let v E V be a node in G. Then the indegree INDEG(v) and the outdegree
ÜUTDEG(v) of v are defined as follows:
lNDEG(v)

=

l{v' E Vl(v',v) E E}I

ÜUTDEG(v) = l{v' E Vl(v, v') E E}I

Furthermore v is called a root if lNDEG(v) = 0 and a terminal node if ÜUTDEG(v) = 0.
These concepts allow us to figure out special kinds of graphs: G is called rooted if it
contains at least one root, multirooted if it contains at least two roots .and directed if
for every e = (v1, v2) E E we have that not necessarily (v2, v1) E E .
Definition 2.17 (Path, Subpath, Cycle) Let G =(V, E) be a graph. A path in G
is a sequence 7r = {vi}i=l,„.,n of nodes Vi E V such that for every i E {1, ... , n - 1}
we have that (vi, Vi+i) E E.
A path 'ljJ = {Vio , ... , Vi= } in G is a subpath of 7r if there is an index j E { 1, ... , n}
with Vj = Vio and for every k = 1, ... , m we have that Vj+k = Vio+k· 'ljJ is called a
proper subpath is 'ljJ is a subpath and m < n. A path 7r = {vi} i=l,„.,n is called maximal
if there is no v E V with (vn, v) E E.
A path 7r = { vi};=l,„.,n is called a cycle if vi = Vn· G contains a cycle if there is a
path 7r in G which contains a subpath which is a cycle. G is called acyclic if it does
not contain a cycle.
We will illustrate the introduced concepts in an example.
Example 2.6 Consider the graph G from figure 1. Here v1 is a root and vs is a
terminal node since INDEG(v 1 ) = 0 and ÜUTDEG(vs) = 0. An example for a path
is 7r1 = { v1, v2, V5} . This path is not maximal since it is a proper subpath of 7r 2
{ v1, v2, VB, vs} . Furthermore G contains the cycle {v2, V4, v 7 , v 5 , v2}.
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Figure 1: A Graph

2.6 Foundations of Automata Theory
To conclude this chapter we will review the foundations of automata theory and the
theory of formal languages in this section. The material presented here is standard, so
we will just give the necessary definitions and theorems and illustrate them in some
examples. The reader which is interested in a more in-depth treatment of the subject
is referred to [Hop69] and [HU79] .
Many authors define two kinds of automata: deterrninistic ones and nondeterrninistic
ones. We will just define the second dass (i.e. nondeterrninistic automata) since
deterrninistic automata are a special case of nondeterrninistic automata. Therefore
assume that a finite set E is given. E is called the alphabet. Every finite sequence
w = a 1 ... an of symbols from the alphabet Eis then called a word over E. If n = 0 this
word is denoted by c: and is called the empty word. The number n E N is called the
length of the word wand is often denoted by n = JwJ. So c: is the uniquely deterrnined
word w over E with !wl = 0. The set of all words of positive length over Eis denoted
by E+. Furthermore we set

En
E*

{w E E+ 1 !wl
E+ U {c:}

= n}

for every n E N

LJ En u {c:}
n>O

Using these concepts we define the concatenation of two words as a mapping cat from
the set E* x E* to E* as follows:

cat : E* x E*

---->

E*

(w1,w2)

1--+

cat(w1,w2) = w1w2
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One easily verifies that the following facts hold:
1. for every w1 , w2 E E* : lcat(w1, w2)I = lw1I

2. for every w E E*: cat(w,s)

= cat(s,w) =

+ lw2I

and

w

To simplify notations we will write w 1w2 for cat( w 1 , w2) from now on.
In the sequel we will be concerned with some subsets of E*. Every such subset L
is called a Janguage over the alphabet E. We will see that certain languages can be
characterized in terms of finite automata.

Definition 2.18 (Nondeterministic Finite Automaton) A (nondeterministic) finite automaton is a tuple
A= (Q , E , ß , Qo,Q1)
where Q is a nonempty set (the set of states}, E is an alphabet, ß : Q x E ___, 2Q is
a (partial} relation (the transition relation} and Qo and Q1 are subsets of Q . Qo is
called the set if initial states and Qf is called the set of final states.
Deterministic automata are a special dass of nondeterministic automata.

Definition 2.19 (Deterministic Finite Automaton) Let A = (Q , E,ß,Qo , Q1)
be a finite automaton. A is called deterministic if IQol = 1 and for every q E Q and
every a E E we have lß(q, a)I = 1.

In the case of a deterministic automaton we write 8 instead of ß and q0 instead of
Q 0 = {q0 }. 8 is then called the transition function of A.
Automata can be depicted as graphs. States q E Q are represented as circles which
are labeled with q and if q1 , Q2 are states from Q and a E E is any symbol from the
underlying alphabet such that q1 E ß(q1,a) there is an arc which is labeled with a
from the circle which is labeled with q1 to the circle which is labeled with q2. Circles
for initial states are marked with an incoming arrow and circles for final states are
marked grey.
Example 2. 7 Consider the automaton A

= ({qo , q1 , q2}, { a , b}, ß, {90, q2} , {qi})

ß(qo, a)

{ qi, q2}

ß(qo, b)

{qo}
{qo, q2}
{qo, Q2}

ß(q1, a)
ß(q1, b)
ß(q2, a)

{q2}

ß(q2, b)

{qo,qi}

A graph for A is depicted in figure 2.
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with

a

b

Figure 2: Nondeterministic finite automaton for example 2.7

b

Figure 3: Deterministic finite automaton for example 2.8
Example 2.8 Consider the automaton A = ({qo,q 1 ,q2},{a,b},o,qo,{qo}) which is

determi-nistic. The transition function

o is given by

o(qo , a)
o(qo, b)

Ql

o(q1' a)
o(q2, b)

Qo

Q2
Qo

Its graph is depicted in figure 3. Note that the transition function
and o(Q2, a) are both not defined.

o(q 1 , b)

In the sequel we will write ß(q, a)

! if there is a set Q'

E

o is partial since

2Q such that ß(q, a)

= Q'.

If no such Q' exists we write ß(q, a) j . In the case of a deterministic automaton we

write o(q, a)

! if there is a q'

o

E

Q with o(q, a)

= q'

and ö(q, a)

i if no such q' exists.

lt is easily seen that ß and can be extended to a a relation (resp. function) from Q x
I:* to 2Q (resp. Q). We refer the reader to [HU79] for details about this construction.

From now on we assume that this construction has been carried out.
Using the above extension we define the Janguage accepted by Aas the set of all paths
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through the automaton which result in a (set of) final state(s):

L(A)
L(A)

{w E I:*lö.(qo, w) 1 & 6.(qo, w) <;;; Q1} for some qo E Qo
{w E I:*l8(qo,w) 1 & 8(qo,w) E Q1}

The so called regular languages are the most important dass of languages. They are
exactly the languages which are accepted by a finite automaton. Note that it makes no
difference if the accepting automaton is deterministic or not: every nondeterministic
finite automaton with n states can be converted into a deterministic one with at most
2n states which accepts the same language.
The last concept which we will introduce here is the concept of the product automaton.
This concept is needed to build bigger automata from smaller ones. So now assume
that automata
'
A1

=

(Q1, I:, 81, qo,1, Q1,1)

A2

=

(Q2,I:,82,qo,2,Q1,2)

are given. Note that they are defined over the same alphabet I:. Then the product
automaton A 1 x A 2 is defined as the automaton which accepts the strings which are
accepted both by A 1 and A2· This is yielded by defining

with
2
s:(( q (1) ,q (2)) ,u) { (81(q(ll,u),82(qC l,u))
i

u

if 81 (q(l l, u)
else

L 82 (qC 2l, u) 1

Similarly one defines the so called synchronous product of two automata. The difference in the following definition is that the resulting automaton does not accept the
intersection of the two accepted languages but the union. So we set

with
if81(qCll,u) l,82(qC 2l,u)
if 81(qC 1l,u) l,82(qC 2l,u)
if 81(qC 1),u) i,82(qC 2),u)
else

1
i
1

2.7 Basics from Temporal Logic
Up till now we were only dealing with primitive first order logic. This means that
given an interpretation .:J and a formula 'ljJ we have either .:J F= 'ljJ or .:J lt= 'ljJ regardless
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of the context. Now we will introduce the concept of time into the language of first
order logic. This definition is given in analogy to the definition of first order predicate
logic in chapter 2.4. So we will also deal with signatures, terms and formulas. Indeed
the definitions of signatures, terms and variables remain identical to the case of first
order logic. The only point in which temporal logic differs from first order logic is the
fact that so called temporal Operations will be allowed. Let us now make this precise.

Definition 2.20 Let sig be a signature. Then the language .Ctemp (sig) of temporal
formulas over sig is defined inductively as:
1. Each formula 'l/J E ~(sig) is in .Ctemp (sig) and

2. for every formula 'l/J E ~(sig) we have on'l/J E .Ctemp (sig)4 (for every n E N).
This definition is a restriction of common temporal logic languages, since only one temporal operator (namely the operator o) is allowed. But we will see that this language
us expressive enough to derive interesting and practical relevant results.
We will also need some concept of substitution. Recall that a substitution is a mapping
which maps variables to terms. We will extend this concept to the dass of all temporal
formulas. So if () is a substitution and cp E .Ctemp (sig) is a temporal formula, then: if
cp = o'l/J, then
cp() = o ( 'l/;O)
Similarly for finite sets of formulas <I>

= {cp 1 , ... , 'Pn}

we have

<I>e = {cp18, ... , 'Pne} .
At the moment we won't bother about the formal semantics of the Operator o and and
will just state the informal meaning:
If :J is an interpretation which is a model of cp at the next point 1
of time, then :J is a model of ocp at the present point of time.

!

We will now define the semantics of temporal languages. Therefore we need the concept
of a temporal state. A temporal state can be seen as the interpretation of a temporal
logic formula at a fixed point of time. Therefore the definition of a temporal state will
be the same as the definition of a first order logic interpretation (see page 9).

Definition 2.21 (Temporal State) Let sig = (F, Pr, V, o:) be a signature. A temporal state over sig is a tuple I = (U, F1 , P1, w1) with the following properties:
1. J := (U1, F1, P1) is a structure for sig and

2. w 1 : V .---> U1 is a function that maps variable symbols to values from the universe
of this structure.
4 The

term on denotes the string ..._,,.__.,
o···o .
n-times
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The evaluation of a first order logic object o (a term or a formula) is obvious:
1. If o is a variable, then I(o) = w1(0).

2. If o is a term of the form o = f(t1, ... , fa(f)) for terms t1, ... , ta(f) >then I(o)
J(f)(J(t1), ... 'J(to.(f))).
3. If o = p(ti, ... , ta(p)) is an atom, then I(o)
4. If o = <p for a <p E

~(sig),

then I(o)

=

=

J(p)(J(ti), ... , J(ta(p))).

= J(o) .

In analogy to the case of first order logic we call a temporal state I a model of a
formula <p if I(<p) = 1 and write I F <p. If I(<p) = 0 we write I ~ <p. <p is called
satisfiable if I F <p for a temporal state I , valid of a tautology if I f= <p for every
temporal state I and unsatisfiable of a contradiction if I ~ <p for every temporal state
I. Two formulas <p 1 and <p2 are said to be semantically equivalent (written <p1 = <p2)
if for every temporal state I we have that I F <p1 if and only if I F <p2.
The interpretation of formulas which are built using the temporal operator o is not
possible with only one temporal state since o is intended to model the change of time.
So we will define the concept of a temporal interpretation as an infinite sequence of
states. There the fact that the sequences will be infinite models the assumption that
time does not end, that is at every possible point t of time, there is always a next
point t + 1 of time. Note that this requires discrete time, that is the set of indices of
a temporal interpretation is countable infinite.
Definition 2.22 (Temporal Interpretation) A temporal interpretation is an infinite sequence I = (Io, Ii , h, ... ) of temporal states I1 = (U1, F1, P1, W1 ,1 ).
Note that each state in a temporal interpretation is defined over the same universe
and the interpretation of the function symbols and the predicate symbols is identical
in every state. The only difference lies in the value of the variables and in the special
temporal constructs as we will see now: For this let k be any natural number and let
I = (I0 , Ii, h ... ) be an interpretation5 . If we are given a formula '!/; = o<p, then we
define h ('!/;) = h (o<p) = h+i (<p). If '!/; E .Ctemp ( sig) is any temporal formula, then we
define I F '!/; if and only if Io F 'l/J. If '11 is a set of temporal formulas, then we define
I F '11 if and only if I F 'l/J for every 'l/J E '11.
An important special case of the above definition of temporal states and temporal
interpretations is the case that sig is a signature with a(p) = 0 for every p E Pr. So
there are no predicate symbols with a nonzero arity. This is the case of propositional
temporal logic. We will see that this case can be handled much easier than the first
order temporal logic case (this is a consequence of the undecidability of first order
logic and therefore of first order temporal logic).
In analogy to the case of first order predicate logic we define the concept of a logical
consequence: A temporal formula is a logical consequence of a set of temporal formulas
if every model of this set is also a model of the formula.
5

We will omit the term temporal for states and interpretations from now on if it is clear from the
context that we are talking about temporal states and temporal interpretations.
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Definition 2.23 Let <I> ~ Ltemp (sig) be a set of temporal formulas and let r.p E
Ltemp ( sig) be a formula. The r.p is a logical consequence of <I> (written <I> f= r.p) if
for every interpretation I we have: If I f= <I>, then I f= r.p.
Again in analogy to first order logic we write '!/;
sets 1l1 ~ Ltemp (sig) if <I> f= '!/; for every '!/; E 1lT.
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f= r.p if {'!/;} f= r.p and define <I> f= 1lT for

3 A Simple Linear Programming Language and its
Semantics
In this section we will develop a primitive model for the induction of temporal logic
programs. Therefore we will now define a simple linear temporal logic programming
language which is similar to the language introduced in [Mal97] , [Mal98] and TEMPLOG
(see [AM88]). The programming language will be called linear since every statement
will have a form which is similar to a horn clause. So every program statement S from
our programming language can be written as

We will consider S as a description of relations between points of time. If B 1 , .. . , Bn
model the present point of time and the head of S has the form oA then A will be
assumed to model the next point of time. This is of course only possible if a suitable
discretization of time has been carried out. But this is rather a topic of modeling than
a topic of logical semantics so we only assume that the underlying discretization fits
our needs and don't bother with this topic from now on.
So now assume that the signature sig = (F, Pr, V , a) is given. Recall the definition of
.Ctemp (sig) from the last section. We will define some subsets of .Ctemp (sig) which we
will need for our formalism.
1. Fora signature sig the set .C~J~~ (sig) of atoms is defined by

D efinit ion 3. 1

.Cf!~'; (sig) := {p(t1, ... , ta(p))lti, ... , ta(p) E 'I(sig),p E Pr}

2. Fora signature sig the set .C~~mp (sig) of temporal literals is defined by

.C~~mp (sig) :=.Cf!~'; (sig) U { ''Pl'P E .Cf!~'; (sig)}
3. Fora signature sig the sets .C~=:~atom (sig) and .c~::~lit (sig) of temporal atoms
and temporal literals are defined by
( ·)
.c tempatom
temp
sig
templit
(
.c temp sig· )

{ oncplcp E .Cf!~'; ( sig) , n ;::::

0}

.C~=:~atom ( sig) U { ''Pl'P E .C~=:~atom ( sig)}

So we have:
atom ( s1g
· ) c
.ctemp

.Clit
· )
temp ( s1g

c

.ctempatom
( s1g
· )
temp

c

.ctemplit
. )
temp ( s1g

In full analogy to the case of first order logic we define clauses, horn-clauses and
temporal clauses. A temporal clause is a finite set of temporal literals. So a temporal
clause C has the form C = {'l/J1, ... , 'l/Jn} for some n and 'l/Ji E .C~=~~lit (sig) for every i .
The literal 'l/;i is said to occur
·
• pos1•t•1ve m

C I"f .'Pi
1,
( s1g
. ) an d
E .ctempatom
temp
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· C 1·r .'1-'i
1.
. m
• nega t1ve
E

Ltemplit ( . ) \ Ltempatom ( . )
temp
s1g
temp
s1g

.

For C we define the set POSITIVES as
POSITIVES( C) := { 'ljJ E Cl'l/J E L~=~~atom (sig)}
So Cis a temporal horn clause iff IPOSITIVES(C)I :S l. In these terms the definitions
of definite clauses, unit clauses and goals can be reformulated as
l. C = { 7/i1,

... , 7/in} is a definite clause iff IPOSITIVES(C)I

= 1 and n ::'.'. 2.

2. C = {1/i1, . .. ,7/in} is a unit clause iff IPOSITIVES(C)I = 1 and n = l.
3. C

= {1/i1, ... ,7/in}

is a goal iff jPOSITIVES(C)I

=0

Definition 3.2 A temporal definite clause is a set C
properties:
( · )
1,
1 . •'f/l
E Ltempatom
temp
szg

2. POSITIVES(C)

and n ::'.'. l.

= {.,P 1, ... , 7/in} with the following

an d

= {7/i2, ... ,'1fin}·

Definite temporal clauses will be written as o<p ~ .,P2 , ... , 7fin with .,P 1 = o<p. Now
temporal unit clauses form a special case of general definite temporal clauses. Assume
that START is a symbol which does not occur in sig. A temporal unit clause is then
given as a clause of the form .,P ~ START for some .,P E L~!~~ (sig).
Given a definite temporal clause C = <p ~ <p 1 , ... , </)n we define two sets HEAD( C)
and BODY( C) as follows:
HEAD(C)

{ <p} = POSITIVES( C)

BODY(C)

{<pi, ... ' <fJn}

The temporal programming language

Lt

is defined as follows.

Definition 3.3 A temporal program P is any finite nonempty set consisting of
• definite clauses,
• unit clauses,
• definite temporal and
• temporal unit clauses.
The language of all such programs is denoted by

L t·

Now let P E Lt and let .:1 be a temporal interpretation. That is, .:1 = (Io, ... , Ii, ... )
is an infinite sequence of temporal states as defined in Definition 2.21. Again we have:
Lemma 3.1 Let P E Lt be a program and Let G be a goal. Then P

G} pD.
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p

G iff P U { ~

Proof. Let PE Lt be a program and let J = (Io,fi, ... ,Ij,···) be an arbitrary
temporal interpretation. We have:
p F Q: iff J F p >-- J Ft G
iff for every j : Ij f= P >-- Jj f= G
iff for no j : Ij f= P >-- Ij ~ G
iff for no j : Ii f= P >-- Ij f= -.G
iff for no j : Ij f= P and Ij f= -.G
iff for every J : J ~ P U { +-- G}
iff p u { +-- G} F 0.
So the claim is proved.
0
In the sequel we will have to introduce a proof procedure which is capable of handling
temporal clauses. This procedure was introduced by Abadi and Manna under the
name temporal resolution in [AM88] as a special case of a more general proof method
introduced in [AM86]. We will see that SLD-resolution has tobe only slightly modified
in order to 'reach this.

3.1 A Temporal Proof Procedure
We assume that the reader is familiar with the concept of SLD-resolution. A resolvent
of a goal G with a program clause C using the unifier a is again a goal. In our temporal
logic programming language this will be exactly the same. But we will have to change
the SLD-resolution rule such that it takes the operator o into account.

Definition 3.4 (Temporal SLD-Resolution) Let PE Lt be a program, let CE P
be a clause and let G = </>1, ... , </>n with </>i = oJ< 'Pi (ji 2:: 0) a goal. Then a temporal
SLD-resolvent of C and G is a goal which is built using the following rules:
+-- oJ~'l/;1, ... , oi;,.'l/Jm and if there is an i such that Ji
<p are unifiable with a = mgu(<p, 'Pi) then the resolvent is

(FO) If C = <p

=

0 and 'Pi and

(T) If C = ok<p +-- oi~'l/;1, ... , oi;,.'l/Jm and if there is an i such that Ji = k and 'Pi and
<p are unifiable with a = mgu(cp, 'Pi) then the resolvent is

So this proof procedure is just a slight modification to the procedure of SLD-resolution.
= Res( Pi , G, a) with
there is an i and a j
iff there is a sequence
< n we have PU { +G} 1-* Gi and P U { +-- Gi} 1- Gi+i ·

If G' is a resolvent of a clause Pi E P and G we write G'
a = mgu(Gi, Pi) for some j. So we have PU { +-- G} 1- G' if
such that G' = Res( Pi, G , mgu(Gj , Pi) while PU { +-- G} 1-* G'
Go, ... , Ci, ... , Gn of goals with Go = G, Gn = G' and for all i
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Without proving this we will now state the result which is important for us, namely that
temporal SLD-resolution is sound and refutation complete. The concepts of soundness
and refutation completeness need some further explanation. Therefore let f-- be any
proof procedure, let <I> be a set of formulas and let cp be any formula. f-- is called

• sound if <I> f--* cp implies <I>
• refutation complete if <I>

f= cp and

f= cp implies <I> U { •cp f--*

D.

Intuitively, these concepts mean that
• if f-- is sound, then only logical consequences of the premises can be derived using
this procedure and
• if f-- is refutation complete, then one can detect a contradiction by assuming that
the negation of the formula to be proved is true.
The following theorem states that temporal SLD-resolution has both of the above
properties.

Theorem 3.1 Let P E
that

.Ctemp

p

(sig) be a program and let G be a goal. Then it holds

FG

iff

p u { ·G} f--* D

3.1.1 Reasoning About Properties of Temporal Programs
In this subsection we will concentrate on temporal logic programs over propositional
signatures and especially on procedures for proving logical consequence in this case.
We will propose several results which rely on the representation of a program P E
Ltemp (sig) by an automaton called the representing automaton for P.
The approach which we will describe relies on techniques from the field of model
checking (see e.g. [BCM+9ü] and especially [RPVW95]). The idea of this approach
will be the following: To prove that P f= cp holds, one constructs an automaton for the
program P and another automaton for the negation of cp, i.e. for •cp. The construction
will yield that if there is no accepting sequence of transitions in the automaton for P
which is also possible in the automaton for •cp, then PU { •cp} f= D, i.e. P f= cp. Since
we only allow propositional formulas and programs at this point of the discussion, the
problem is decidable.
The approach from [RPVW95] presents an algorithm for constructing an automaton
for a single formula. So we first have to build such a formula from P. Let P be the
program which consists of the set {P1 , ... , Pn}· Since every statement Pi is a temporal
horn clause, every Pi has the form
n . _ ,„(i) ,__ 1„(i)

r.,, -

..,.,

Yl

,„(i)

' · · · '-rni

or
Pi = cp(i)

<-- START.
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In the latter case we will identify Pi with cp(i) from now on. So a formula representing
the conjunction of all program statements from P is clearly given as
n

i= l
n

.=
/\ Pi

(IJ(i) <--- (/)( i)
(IJ (i)
r
-rl , ... ,..,....ni

i= l
n
/ \ ( cp (i) V --, ( cpii) /\ ... /\

cp~: ))

i= l

One easily sees that for any interpretation .:! we have .:! f= P if and only if .:! f= P. So
to prove that P f=
we can restrict on proving that the formula P
is unsatisfiable.
To construct the automaton we need some more concepts from the field of automata
theory. Finite automata (see section 2.6) are only capable of accepting finite words.
But we will soon see that we need a way to handle infinite sequences of symbols, so
called infinite words or w-words. These words are accepted by so called w-automata,
especially Büchi-automata. We will use an extended concept of Büchi-automata which
we will define below.
Recall that a word over an alphabet E was defined to be a finite sequence of symbols
from E. The concept ofwords and languages will now be expanded to infinite sequences.

cp,

/\-.cp

Definition 3.5 (w - word, w- language) Let E be a finite alphabet. A total function
a : N -> E is called an infinite word, or an amega - word. An w- language is any set
of w-words. The set of all w-words over the alphabet E is denoted with Ew.

So an w-word can be characterized by the sequence of function values of a. If w is an
w-word, we also write w = a(O)a(l) ....
For every w-word a we identify two sets Occ(a) and Inf(a) of symbols which occur
(infinitely often) in a :
Occ(a)
Inf(a)

{cr
{cr

E

E

EI
EI

there is an i such that a(i)

=

cr}

for every i there is a j > i such that a(j)

= cr}

An w-automaton is an automaton which accepts infinite words.
Definition 3.6 (w-autornaton) An w-automaton is a tuple A = (Q, E, .6., q0 , Ace)
with a finite set Q of states, a finite alphabet E, an initial state q0 E Q, a partial
transition relation .6. : Q x E -> 2Q and an acceptance component Ace.

An infinite sequence of .states which are visited processing an infinite word a is called
a run.
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Definition 3. 7 Let A = (Q, :E, ß, qo, Ace) be an w-autamatan. A run af A an an
infinite ward a is an infinite sequence ')' = "f(O), "f(l) ... af states satisfying
1. "f(O) = Qo

2. far every i

> 0 we have 'Y(i)

E

ß('Y(i - 1), o:(i)).

Different kinds of w-automata only differ in the restrictions which are put on the
acceptance component Ace. In the case that Ace is a set of states from G, the corresponding automaton is called a Büchi-automaton.

Definition 3.8 (Büchi-automaton) Let A = (Q, :E, ß, q0 , Ace) be an w-autamatan.
A is called a Büchi-autamatan if Ace= F ~ Q. A ward o: E :Ew is accepted by A if
there is a run ')' af A an o: with Infi.'Y) n F =/=- 0.
So an infinite word o: is accepted by a Büchi-automaton A if there is a run 'Y of A on o:
such that ')' infinitely often leads to an accepting state of A. Since the set of accepting
states is a subset of the set Q of all states and Q is finite, at least one accepting state
must be visited infinitely often.
In analogy to the theory of finite automata, one defines the language accepted by a
Büchi-automaton as

L(A)

{o: E :Ewjo: is accepted by A}
{o: E :Ewjthere is a run 'Y of A on o: with Inf('Y) n F

=/=-

0}

Example 3.1 Cansider the autamaton A = ({qo,Q1,q2},{a,b},ß,qo,{q1,q2}) fram
figure 4 every w-ward can either start with a ar b. Since q1 and q2 are final states,
the set af w-wards accepted by this autamatan is exactly the set

L(A)

= {w

E

{a, b}wjw

= xaw, XE {a, b}}

that is the set af all words which start with a ar b fallawed by infinitely many accurrences af a.
For the construction of representing automata, we will extend the concept of Büchiautomata a little bit. Therefore we will now define a labeled Büchi-automaton.

Definition 3.9 (Labeled Büchi-Automaton) A labeled Büchi-autamatan is a tuple lll = (A, D, .C) with

1. A

=

(Q, :E , ß, qo, F) is a Büchi-autamatan,

2. D

=/=-

0 is same finite set {the domain) and

3. .C : Q - t D is a functian {the labeling function) .
.C will assign labels to every state q E Q. The other concepts for Büchi-automata carry
over to this extension.
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a

a

b

Figure 4: Büchi-automaton
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a

3.1.2 Construction of the Representing Automaton
The construction of the representing automaton for a program P was originally designed to proceed in three steps: First, the formula representing the program P was
transformed to an equivalent formula in negation-normalform, i.e. to a formula in
which negation symbols only occur in front of atoms. Due to the representation of P
by

p ~ /:,

(I'(') V;~ ~,oji))

this step can be skipped since P is already in negation-normalform. This second step
consists of a transformation of this formula into a graph while the third step consists
of transferring this graph into a Büchl automaton. The three steps were proposed in
[RPVW95] and extended in [vW99]. We will concentrate on the transformation into
a set of nodes and the transformation of the set of nodes into a Büchi-automaton.

Transformation of the formula into a set of nodes The nodes in the graph will have
a format as depicted in figure 5. The semantics of this node format will be the
Name

Incoming

l

Old

New

Next

Father

1

Figure 5: Node Format
following:
l. Name is a string which denotes the name of the formula which is represented

by the node.
2. Incoming represents the set of nodes already generated which have the
current node as a successor.
3. New is a set of formulas which have not been processed in any other node
before and must hold in the current node.
4. Old is the set of formulas which must hold in the current node and which
have already been processed.
5. Next is the set of all temporal formulas which have to hold in a direct
successor of the current node.
6. Father is the node which has been split in order to reach the current node
(we will soon make this precise).
The set of all nodes which have been completely generated will be denoted by

N.
Given input P, an initial node n is created with New(n) = {F}, Old(n) =
0, Next(n) = 0 together with an incoming edge which is labeled with INIT. The
next steps are processed in depth-first-search:
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L Take the next node n which is not fully processed.

2. If New(n) = 0, then set N = NU {n} and call an update procedure (see
below).
3. If New(n) -=!= 0, then take a formula cp from New(q), set New(q)
{cp} and continue as follows:

=

New(q) \

a) If cp is a literal, then
i. if -.cp E OJd(q), then abort , since a contradiction is found .
ii. if -.cp rf. Old(q), then set Old(q) = Old(q) u {cp}.
b) If cp is not a literal, then
i. if cp = cp1 /\ cp2 , then set New(q) = New(q) U { cp1 , cp2}.
ii. if cp = 'PI V cp2, then call a splitting operation (see below)
iii. if cp = o'l/J, then we add an arc from n to a node representing the
formula 'l/J which is labeled with o'l/J.
Two operations are used in the above algorithm which have not yet been explained. These are the update and splitting operations. We will present them
here:
The Update-operation This operation is called whenever a node n is fully processed, that is it has no more formulas in New(n) which have tobe processed.
Then it has to be checked if there is a node n' in N which is labeled with
the same formulas as n, i.e. Old(n) = Old(n') and New(n) = New(n').
L If such a node n' exists, we have to process as follows:
a) N=N\{n'}
b) Incoming(n) = Incoming(n) U Incoming(n')
c) N=NU{n}
2. If no such node n' exists, we proceed as follows:
a) N=NU{n}
b) create a node n' and an edge (n, n')
c) set New(n') = Next(n)
d) set Old(n') = Next(n') = 0
The Splitting-operation This operation is only called when a node is processed
which represents a formula cp of the form cp = 'PI V 'P2· So cp can be fulfilled
in three ways: either 'PI is fulfilled or cp 2 is fulfilled or both 'PI and cp 2 °are
fulfilled. So in order to show that cp can not be fulfilled one has to show
that both restrictions of cp (cp = 0 and cp = 1) cannot be fulfilled. In order
to reach this, the splitting-operation creates two new nodes nI and n 2 with
New(nI) = {cp1} and New(cp2) = {n2}. These two nodes are added to the
list of unprocessed nodes and the algorithm continues.
After processing every node a set N of fully processed nodes is created. This set
will then be transformed into a Büchi-automaton in order to reason about the
(non-)emptiness of the. accepted language described above.
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Transformation of the set of nodes into a Büchi-automaton The transformation of
the set computed graph into a Büchi-automaton is now straightforward: for every
node ni E N a state Qi is created and the alphabet 1: consists of a single symbol
c (this is only needed to ensure that 1: is not empty). The set of initial states is
the set of states which are constructed from nodes which are labeled with Init.
Finally there is a transition from qi to q1 if and only if ni occurs in Incoming( n 1 ).
The labeling of the states is now constructed as follows: If sig = (F, Pr, V, a) is
the signature of interest, then V= 2Pr. Clearly V is finite since Pr is. We define
two Pos and Neg in the following way:

Pos(q) = Old(q) n Pr
Neg(q) = {r.pl•<p E Old(q)&r.p E Pr}
The labeling of a state q is now defined as the set of variables from Pr which
are compatible with Old(q), i.e. every set of variables which have to be true in
order to reach the state:
.C(q) ={XE DIX is compatible with Old(q)}
={XE DIX <;;;; Pr & Pos(X) <;;;; X & X n Neg(X) = 0}

3.1.3 Proving Logical Consequences Using the Representing Automaton
Recall the fact that for any set <I> of temporal formulas and any temporal formula r.p
one has
<I> F <p if and only if <I> U { •<p} F 0

In our case we have

<I> = P. The condition can be checked in the case of propositional
signatures by constructing the representing automaton Ap for P and the representing
automaton A~.., for r.p and checking if the language accepted by the product automaton
A = Ap x A.., is empty. This procedure is justified by the following theorem:

Theorem 3.2 Let P E .Ct be a program, let r.p E .c~::~atom (sig) be a goal and let
A = Ap x A~<p· Then P F r.p if and only if L(A) = 0.
The proof of the above theorem is given in [RPVW95] and we will skip it here. But
we mention that the structure of A can be exploited to refine programs which we will
see in later sections.
We conclude this subsection by formulating algorithms which implement the proof
strategy described above. These formulations are restrictions of a more general algorithm described in [RPVW95] for the full linear temporal logic LTL. Again we assume
that t is a global table containing nodes as described above and N is the set of fully
processed nodes. The first algorithm (algorithm 1) implements the update-operation.
The second algorithm ( algorithm 2) is a simple implementation of the splitting procedure described above.
The original formulation of the general LTL verification algorithm in [RPVW95] uses
a recursive procedure called EXPAND in order to process a node. This procedure has
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Algorithm 1 Operator UPDATE
Input: node n = [Name, Incoming, New, Old, Next, Father]
1:
2:

find n' E N with Old(n)
if such n' exists then

3:
4:

N ..- N\ {n'}

5:

N..-Nu{n}

6:

7:

8:
9:
10:
11:

=

Old(n') and New(n)

Incoming( n) ,,_ Incoming( n)

U

=

New(n')

Incoming( n')

else

N ..- Nu {n}
create new node n' and edge e = ( n , n')
New(n') ,,_ Next(n)
Old(n') ,,_ Next(n)
end if

Algorithm 2 Operator SPLIT
Input: node n = [Name, Incoming, New, Old, Next, Father] · with Name(n)
<p2 =: <p

create new node ni
create new node n 2
3: New(n1) ,,_ {cpi}
4: New(n2) ,,_ { <p2}
5: add ni and n2 to the set of nodes to be processed
1:

2:
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cp 1 V

two inputs: the actual node to be processed and the set N of completely processed
nodes. At least N has to be passed by reference since it is possible that it is changed
in this algorithm. Furthermore three operations new-name, New1 and New2 are used
which have the following semantics:

• new-name creates a string which has not been created before. This string will
be the entry of the Name field of a node to be created.
• The semantics of the other two operations is defined as follows (note that the
semantics are simpler than those presented in [RPVW95] 6 since our logic is a
strict subset of LTL): If <p = cp 1 V cp 2 is a formula then
New1(cp)

=

{cpi}

New2(cp)

=

{cp2}

The complete operator is stated in algorithm 3.
Since we have constructed a single formula f> from the program P we can now construct
the whole graph for P by constructing an initial node in the way mentioned above and
expand this node starting with N = 0. This is summarized in algorithm 4.
All which is necessary to prove logical implication is now to give an algorithm which
is able to transform a graph G p into a representing Büchi-automaton Ap. Such an
algorithm is given in algorithm 5
Note. that the automaton Ap generated from G p has an empty set of final states. This
enables us to inherit the set of final states from the automaton A,cp for the negation of
the formula <p tobe proved which we will construct now. So assume that any temporal
formula <p is given. The construction of A,cp can be done using algorithm 6. But •cp
must have final states in order to accept any words from a language. But since we
work on automata constructed from formulas •<p, we can directly exploit the structure
of this formula. So we define a state q E Q to be accepting, i.e. q E Q f if every path
from an initial state q0 to q has the property that the union of all Old(q') for every q'
on this path satisfies the formula •<p. We will call such a path accepting.
Now we have defined every operation which is necessary. The task of testing whether
P f= <p holds can now be solved as· follows:
1. Build G p from P using algorithm 4.

2. Build Ap from Gp using algorithm 5.

3. Build A .cp from <p using algorithm 6.
4. Build A

=

Ap x A,cp.

5. If L(A)

= 0,

then P

f= <p.

An implementation of this strategy can be done very efficiently using symbolic representations of finite automata. For example, one can use Binary Decision Diagrams
([Bry86]) or Integer Decision Diagrams ([Gun97]).
6 there

a further operation Next1 is proposed which is not needed here since we only operate on
formulas cp which would yield Nexti (cp) = 0
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Algorithm 3 Operator

EXPAND

Input: node n, set N of nodes
Output: manipulated set N
1: if New(n) = 0 then
2:
if there is n' E N with OJd(n) = Old(n') and Next(n) = Next(n') then
3:
. Incoming(n') +- Incoming(n') U Incoming(n) {N is manipulated directly}
4:
return N
5:
eise
s +- new-name()
6:
7:
return EXPAND([s, New(n), Next(n.), 0, 0, s])
8:
end if
9: eise
10:
rp +- next formula from New(n)
New(n) +- New(n) \ {rp}
11:
12:
if rp = 0 or rp1 or rp = p or rp = ~p for some variable p then
13:
if rp = 0 or ~rp E Old(n) then
14:
returnN
15:
eise
16:
Old(n) +- Old(n) U { rp}
17:
return EXPAND(n,N)
18:
end if
19:

eise
20:

21:

22:
23:

24:

25:
26:
27:

28:

29:
30:
31:

jf

rpr:::(::~ fi§i\~\i \0Jd(n)1
OJd(n)U{ip}
Next(n)
Name(n)

ni+-

fr:~S~~0}

l \ 01d(n)1
OJd(n)U{<p}
[
Next(n)
Name(n)
return EXPAND(n2, EXPAND(n1,N))

n2

T

New(n) u

+-

el: :·[:.:~ ;~~~Ji\OJd(n)l

T

T

Old(n) u { rp}
Name(n)
return EXPAND(n',N)
eise
{rp = 01/J}

r:::i:C:{n) T
New(n)
n +- Old(n) U {ip}
Next(n) U {1/J}
Name(n)
return EXPAND( n', N)
end if
end if
,

r
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Algorithm 4 Operator

MAKEGRAPH

Input: formula P created from a program P
Output: graph G p = (N, E) for P
1: s f - new-name()
T
s
{lNIT}

{P}

2:

n

3:

return

f-

0
0
s
EXPAND(n,

0)

Algorithm 5 Operator TRANSFORM
Input : graph Gp = (N = {n1, ... , n 1N1}, E) for P
Output:
representing Büchi-automaton Ap
p
1:

Q

2:

Q,

3: ~
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

9:
10:
11:

12:
13:
14:

15:
16:
17:
18:

f-

0
0

f-

f-

for i

{c}

= 1, ... , \N do

Q f - Q u {qi}
if INIT E Incoming(ni) then
Qo f - Qo U {qi}
end if
end for
for i = 1, .. . , \Q\ do
.6.(qi, c) f - 0
for j = 1, ... , \Q\ do
if ni E Incoming( nj) then

.6.(qi,c)

f-

.6.(qi,c)

U

{qj}

end if
end for
end for
return (Q, ~ • .6., Qo, Q1)
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Algorithm 6 Operator TRANSFORMFORMULA
Input: formula cp
Output:
representing Büchi-automaton A~..,
-.cp
1: G .__ MAKEGRAPH(-.cp)
2: A f - TRANSFORM(G)
3: for i = 1, . . . , IA.QI do
4:
if every path from a q E A.Q 0 to A.qi is accepting then
5:
A.Qt .__ A.Qt U {A.qi}
6:
end if
7: end for
8: return A

3.2 T he First Order Case
We will now relax the restrictions on the signature sig in the way that we now allow arbitrary sets of variables, function symbols and predicate symbols. The only restriction
will be that every symbol has a fixed arity. Without loss of generality we can assume
that we operate on the set V = { x 1 , ... , Xi, .. . } or at least on a suitable subset of it.
Since the problem of deciding logical consequence in first order logic is undecidable
(see [SH61], even when we restrict ourselves to sets <I> of clauses as axioms, the problem remains undecidable, see [SS88]). So we can't hope for a decision procedure in full
generality.
3. 2.1 A Primit ive Algorit hm

For now assume that sig = (F, Pr, V, a) is given and P is a linear temporal logic
program over this signature. Since the temporal SLD-resolution principle is sound and
refutation complete, we can give a goal a to P and check if P f= a holds. Therefore
we have to construct an SLD-tree rooted with .__ a and check if it is possible that
we .derive the empty clause 0. An algorithm which implements this principle has to
implement a fair search rule, i.e. every possible resolution step which is possible has
to be carried out after a finite amount of time. We will present an algorithm which
performs a breadth-first-search in order to ensure fairness. The principle is as follows:
• The SLD-tree will be seen as a directed acyclic labeled graph rooted with a node
which is labeled with .__ a.
• Every node in the tree will have a parameter, called its level.
• A path from the root node to any other node visits nodes in ascending order
wrt. their levels.
• An expansion is carried out in order to construct the nodes on the n + 1-st level
from the nodes on the n-th level of the graph.
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• P

I= a

holds if and only if there is a level l and a node n on this level such that

n is labeled with D.

The formal construction will be given below. To formulate it we need some concepts
for nodes, arcs etc.

D efinition 3. 10 An SLD-node is a tuple

(a, Succ, n, l)
where a is a temporal goal, Succ E N* is a sequence of integers and n and l are
integers. If a node has no successors, this will be denoted by Succ = ( - 1).
The interpretation of this concept of an SLD-node is the following: alpha is the actual
goal which still has tobe processed, n is the index of the node, 1 is its level and Succ
is the sequence of indices of the successors in the graph, i.e. if G = (V, E), ni E V is a
node and j E Succ, then (ni, n 1) E E . Furthermore we need two projections functions
LABEL and LEVEL defined as follows:

= Q'.
LEVEL ((a, Succ, n, l)) = l

LABEL ((a, Succ, n, l))

The algorithm which we will present will use a global table which contains all nodes
which have been generated so far. This table will be denoted by t. To formulate this
algorithm we will define two operators EXPANDN ODE and EXPANDLEVEL which have
the following semantics:
• EXPANDNODE is given a program P and a node n and input and it constructs
every possible successor in an SLD-tree which is rooted with the goal LABEL(n)
• EXPANDLEVEL is given a graph G = (V, E) , a program P and an integer l as
input and expands every n E V with LEVEL(n) = l.
Initially. the global algorithm is given a program P and a goal a as input. To check
whether PI= a holds, we first create a node no with

no

= (a, (-1),0,0)

and then call EXPANDLEVEL for level 0. If no positive result is found , we call ExPANDLEVEL for level 1 and so forth. The operators and the global algorithm are
formulated in the following algorithms.
A formalization of the outline from above is now given in algorithm 9
The soundness of algorithm 9 is immediate: one only has to notice that
• every resolution step on the current level is indeed carried out and
• the search strategy which is implemented is fair, i.e. no possible expansion of a
node has to wait infinitely long.
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Algorithm 7 Operator EXPANDN ODE
Input: temporal program P = {P1, ... , Pn} and node k

=

(a, Succ, r, l)

1: Let a have the form a1, . . . , am
2: max +-maximum index of a node in t
3: for i = 1, ... , m do
4:
for j = l, ... ,n do
5:
Let Pj have the form Pj = HEAD(Pj) +- B1, ... , Br
6:
if a = mgu(ai,HEAD(Pj)) exists then
(a1, ... , ai-1, B1, ... , Br,ai+1, ... ,am)
7:

8:

a,]

T

(- l),

k' +-

r{k'}

max+l,
LEVEL(k) + 1

t +-tu

9:
10:

max+- max+l
k.Succ +- Succ o (max)
11:
end if
12:
end for
13: end for

Algorithm 8 Operator EXPANDLEVEL
Input: Graph G = (V, E) = ( { v1, ... , vn) , temporal program P, integer
l
1: for i = 1, . .. , n do
2:
if LEVEL(vi) = l then
3:
EXPANDNODE(P, vi)
4:
end if
5: end for
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Algorithm 9 Checking algorithm for P F a in first order temporal logic
Input: temporal program P, temporal goal a
Output: true if P F a

l:t - 0
V - 0
E - 0
4: i - 0
5: no - (a,(- 1),0,0)
6: t - t U {no}
7: while true do

2:

3:

8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

14:
15:

16:

EXPANDLEVEL((V, E) , P, i)
for j = 1, .. . , IVI do
if LEVEL(vj) = i then
if LABEL(Vj) = D then
return true
end if
end if
end for
end while

So the following theorem holds.
Theorem 3.3 Let P be a temporal program and let a be a temporal goal. Then P
iff algorithm 9 returns true given input (P, a).
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4 Generalisation and Specialisation
This section will give an introduction into the topic of generalizing and specializing
temporal programs. The first two subsections will be rather informal and are written
in order to give a feeling about when a program is more general or more special than
another. Generalization and Specialization always has to be seen relative to some
ordering ::::=:, a so called generality ordering. Such orderings are quite easy to find in
the case of nontemporal programs. In section 5 we will present concrete orderings for
temporal clauses and programs. In this section we will only assume that a suitable
ordering 2: is chosen. The results will therefore be very general.

4.1 Generalization
Generalization of a program is a task which can be described as follows: Given a
program P, a set ß of background knowledge and sets &+, &- of positive and negative
examples such that there is an e E &+ with P U ß f!= e, find a modification of P
such that e is implied after modifying P. The set ß will remain unchanged by this
modification. If 8 is an Operator which performs the generalization-operation, then
we expect PU ß 2: 8(P U ß) = 8(P) U ß. Some approaches to generalizing programs
are the following:
1. For two clauses C 1, C 2 E P, find a generalization C, i.e. a clause C which C 1 2: C
and C2 ::::=: C. The result might then be either (P \ {C1, C2}) U {C} or PU {C}.

2. Find a clause C 1 E P which has to be only slightly modified to C2 in order to
result in a program which satisfies the constraints posed by &+. Then the result
might be either PU {C2} or (P \{Ci}) U {C2}.

Both approaches can be applied. Their properties and how they can be exploited will
be the topic of section 6.

4.2 Specialization
Specialization of a program means the process of modifying the program because it is
in some sense too general. This refers to the concept of being too strong. If a program
P, a set ß of clauses and sets &+, &- of positive and negative examples are given, then
PU ß is too strong wrt. &- if PU ß is not consistent wrt. &- which means that
PU ß U { •eie E &-} is not satisfiable. This again implies that there is at least one
e E &- such that P U ß ~ e. So P is not a correct solution of the model inference
problem induced by &+ and &- . The task which has to be performed in this case is
to specialize P in such a way that still every e E &+ is implied by P U ß but none
of the examples from &- is implied after the specialization operation. Again, several
approaches are possible:
1. Find a pair C1, C2 of clauses from P such that C 1 and C 2 can be specialized to
a clause C in order to yield a correct program. The result of the specialization
operation might either be (P \ {C1, C 2}) U {C} or PU {C}.
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2. Find a single C 1 clause which has to be only slightly modified to C 2 in order to
yield a correct program. The result might be (P \ {Ci}) U { C2} or PU ·{ C 2 }.
Again, one can choose among these and several other approaches in order to specialize
a program P. A systematic study of specialization operation with respect to concrete
orderings will be performed in section 6.

4.3 A Modification of the Backtracing Algorithm for Temporal
Programs
In this subsection we will concentrate on a refinement the well known Backtracing
algorithm (see [Sha81]) to include temporal operations. The basic task which was
performed by this algorithm is: if a negative example e is implied by a program P,
then for every refutation P U { -.G} f-* D there is a false clause C which is used in
this derivation. Using an oracle which can be posed questions about truth or falsity of
ground objects, this clause can be identified yielding an information how to refine P
in order not to imply e anymore. The original Backtracing algorithm was only defined
to work with first order clauses. But a generalization to temporal clauses consisting
of literals from .C~=~~lit (sig) is easy: One only has to ensure that the oracle which is
used can handle queries about temporal ground atoms.

A lgorithm 10 Temporal Backtracing Algorithm
Input: Program P, atom e E Bsig such that P f= e and SLD-tree S for PU {-.e} f-* D.
Output: Pi E P which is false wrt. Pcor
1: n +--- height(S) = number of resolution steps in the derivation of D
2: C +--- D
3: k +--- 0
4: C 1 +-left predecessor of C
5: C2 +-right predecessor of C
6: if C2 is not ground then
7:
a +-arbitrary ground substitution for C2
8:
C2 +--- C2a set C2 = C2a.
9: end if
10: if 0 answers no for input C 2 then
11 :
return C2
12: end if
k

14:

if k < n then
C +--- C1
goto 4
end if
return C1

15:
16:
17:

18:

+---

k

+1

13:
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µ

Figure 6: The V-Operator

4.4 Temporal V- and W-Operators
In first order Inductive Logic Programming, two operations have gained high profile:
the so called V- and W-operators. Both operations use clauses to construct other
clauses. We will consider both operations separately.
4.4.1 The Temporal V-Operator

The V-operator is an Operation to construct from a clause C1 = L1 V c~ and a clause
R another clause C 2 , such that R is a resolvent of C 1 and C 2 . The task is now to find
substitutions (h ,(h such that we have the situation in figure 6. Here R is a factor of
another resolvent R', i.e. an instance which is generated by applying fh and fh. The
classical V-operator which was introduced in [MB88] can also be applied in a temporal
logic context since the only difference is that the operator o has to be taken into
account. But this does not depend on the algorithm implementing the V-operator, so
we can just state the classical definition and use it in temporal logic. This algorithm is
stated as algorithm 11 below. We will present an example for the application of the
V-operator which is a slight modification of an example from first order logic which
was presented in [NCdW97].
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Algorithm 11 V-Operator
Input: Clauses Ci = Li V q and R
Output: Clause C2 such that R is an instance of a resolvent of . Ci and
C2
1: Choose 8i such that C~ 8i ~ R
2: Choose L2 and C2 such that there is a substitution 82 with Li8i = L282 and
C282 = R \ C~ 8i
3: return C2 = L2 V C2
0

op(x)

+---

q(g(y))

q(f(x))

01 = {x

+---

g(y)}

02 =

q(g(y))

+---

+---

op(g(y))

€

q(f(g(y)))

Figure 7: Clauses derived by the V-operator

Example 4.1 Let Ci and R be given as
Ci

= op(x)

~

q(f(x))

= op(x) V •q(f(x))
R

= q(g(y))

~

q(f(g(y)))

=q(g(y)) V •q(f(g(y)))

with Li = op(x)). Algorithm 11 proceeds as follows:
1. We have Li8i ~Riff op(x)(}i ~ {q(g(y)), •q(f(g(y)))} iff 8i

=

{x ~ g(y)}.

2. We have
R \ Ci8i

=

{q(g(y)), •q(f(g(y)))} \ { •q(f(g(y)))}

= {q(g(y))}
=

C282

3. The algorithm now returns C2

=•

o

p(g(y)) V q(g(y))

= q(g(y)) ~ •p(g(y)).

So the algorithm has produced a clause C2 such that R is an instance of a resolvent of
Ci and C 2. The resolution step is depicted in figure 7.
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Figure 8: The W-Operator
4.4.2 The Temporal W-Operator

The W-operator can be seen as the combination of two V-operators which enables
an ILP system to introduce (invent) new predicate symbols to the program if this is
necessary. The basic setting is as depicted in figure 8: given R1 and R2 the operatbr
will construct clauses C 1 , C 2 and C 3 such that R 1 in an instance of a resolvent R~
of C 1 and C 2 and R 2 is an instance of a resolvent R~ of C2 and C3. Again, we can
directly use the classical W-operator algorithm which is known from first order logic
programming. This algorithm is presented in algorithm 12. The basic idea is the
following: it is only necessary to construct C 2. The remaining clauses C 1 and C 3 can
then be computed using algorithm 11. The literal L2 can then be chosen freely and
needs not have a topsymbol which already occurs in the language which is used in
the actual program. Therefore an execution of the W-operator can introduce new
predicates into the language. If it does so, depends on a concrete implementation
which is used.
Example 4.2 We will present a nontemporal example. An extension to temporal
clauses is obvious. Assume that the following clauses R 1 and R 2 are given:

R1 = p(x1, Y1) . ____ q(x1, z1), q(z1, Y1)
R2 = p(x2, Y2) . ____ q(x2, c), r(c, b)
If we set Lz = •s(z4, y4) we can find q = •q(x4, z4) V p(x4, y4) and 0"2 = {y4 . ____
b,x4 . ____ x2,z4 . ____ c}. Furthermore we get a1 = {x4 . ____ x2,y4 . ____ Y2,z4 . ____ z2}. Two runs
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Algorithm 12 W-Operator
Input: Clauses R1 , R2
Output: Clauses C 1, C2 , C3 such that R 1 is an instance of a resolvent of C 1 and C2
and
is an instance of a resolvent of C2 and C3
1: find C2 and (h, a1 such that C!ifh ~ R and C2a1 ~ R. If no such C2 exists, set

R;

02=0
L2
3: C2
4: C1
5: C3
2:

6:

arbitrary literal
f - L2 V C~
f - V(Ri, C2)
f - V(R2, C2)
return {Ci,C2 , C3}
f-

p(x2, b)

f-

q(x2, c), r(c, b)

Figure 9: Clauses derived by the W-operator
of the V-operator yield the clauses C1 = s(x3, y3) f - q(x3, y3) and C3 = s(xs, Ys)
r(x5, y 5) so we have the situation as depicted in figure 9.

f---

If V(C1 ,R) and W(C1, C2,R) denotes the result of the application of the V- resp.
W-operator, then the following theorem is immediately.

Theorem 4.1

1. V(C1 , R)

2. W(C1,C2,R)

f= C1

and

F C1, W(C1,C2,R) F C2.
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5 A Subsumption based Generality Order
In this chapter we will expand the concept of a Generality Ordering to the dass of all
temporal atoms and clauses. We can in principle find at least two kinds of orderings:
among those there are orderings which are based on some concept of subsumption
and orderings based on implication. Furthermore one can define purely syntactical
orderings, which ar.e based on precedences on the set of predicate symbols.

5.1 Motivation and Definitions
The first ordering which we will define is an extension of the subsumption ordering
>rc from first order logic. We will first define an ordering on literals and then extend
this ordering to the set of temporal clauses. The ordering >;= ta on single literals will
intuitively be defined in the following way: Given formulas 'lj; 1 , 'lj; 2 E .c!:~~lit (sig).

• If both 'lj; 1 and

'l/J2 are nontemporal literals, then we use the ordering >ra,

• if 'lj; 1 is temporal and
'l/J2 and

'l/J2 is nontemporal, then 'lj;1 is assumed to be greater than

• if both 'lj; 1 and 'l/J2 are temporal, then the literal which contains more o's is
assumed to be greater.
This concept is formalized in the following definition.

D efin ition 5. 1 Let sig be a signature. The ordering >rta<:: .C~!:::!~lit (sig) x .C~!:~lit (sig)
is defined as f ollows: if 'l/J1, 'l/J2 E .C~!:~lit (sig) , then
1. if 'l/J1, 'l/J2 E .c~::;::~atom (sig) , then

·f •'f'l
1,

E

.ctempatom (
t emp

·f 01'f'l,

E

J:,templit (
temp

2.

i

3.

i

· )
1,
sig
an d •'f-'2
E

. )
sig

'l/J1

);= ta

'l/J2, if and only if 'l/J1

.ctemplit (
temp

\ J:,tempatom (
temp

· )
sig

· )
sig
an d

01,
'f'2

\ .ctempatom (
temp

E

);= a

'l/J2,

. )
sig
, t h en

rtempatorn (
Ltemp

. f,

'f-'2 );=

. )
sig
, t h en

1,
ta •'f'l,

. t,
01,
'f'l >rta 'f'2

and

4. if

. t,

. t.

'f'l, 'f-'2

E

.ctemplit (
temp

. )
sig

if and only if 'lj;~ >;= ta

\ .ctempatom (
temp

· ) ;
1,
sig
;Or .'f'l

. 1,1 . /,
. 1,1
h . 1,
. 1,
= o'f'l>
'f-'2 = o'f-' 2 , t en 'f'l >rta 'f-'2

'l/J~.

We write <p ~ 'lj; if <p >rta 'lj; and 'lj; >rta <p as well as <p >-ta 'lj; if <p >rta 'lj; and not <p ~ 'lj;.
Similarly we write <p ~ta 'lj; and <p -<ta 'lj; for 'lj; >rta <p respectively 'lj; >-ta <p.
This definition can be easily generalized to sets of temporal literals, i.e. to temporal
clauses. The definition of the subsumption ordering for temporal clauses is exactly the
same as the definition for first order clauses.

D efinition 5.2 Let sig be a signature. The subsumption ordering >rtc on the set of all
temporal clauses over sig is defined as: C >;= tc D if there is a substitution () such that
GB<:;:; D.
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As above, we write C ,...., D if C >r=tc D and D >r=tc C as well as C
and not C rv D . Similarly we write C ~tc D and C -<tc D for D
D >-tc C.

>-tc
)rtc

D if C >r=tc D
C respectively

5.2 The Concept of Reducedness in Temporal Logic
In first order ILP one often has to deal with the case that a clause C is given and
one looks for the smallest clause D with the property that C ~ D. This leads to the
concepts of reducedness and reduced clauses. We will define this concept for temporal
clauses and show how reduced clauses can be computed. In contrast we will also
give algorithms for computing the inverse of a reduced clause. We will see that the
concept of reducedness is formally exactly the same in temporal logic as in first order
logic. The only difference is the use of the temporal ordering >,:= tc instead of the first
order ordering >r=c . Therefore note that the relation ,...., as well as the relation ~ is an
equivalence relation. This a simple consequence of the properties of the properties of
~ . Then we define the reduced form of a clause C as follows.
Definition 5.3 Let C be a temporal clause. C is reduced if there is no D C C such
that D rv C.

So if C is reduced it makes sense to call C the smallest member of its equivalence
dass. In [NCdW97] an algorithm for the computation of the reduced form of any first
order clause is presented. We will now present an algorithm for doing this in the case
of temporal clauses. Therefore we have to give several properties of reduced temporal
clauses. We don't have to prove them since their proofs in the case of first order logic
does not refer to the structure of the involved clauses. So the proofs also hold in the
case of temporal logic. The two relevant results are stated in the following lemma.
Lemma 5.1
variants.

1. Let C and D be reduced clauses. If C ,...., D, then C and D are

2. Let C be a clause. If there is a substitution (), such that C()
exists a reduced clause D, such that C ,...., D.

~

C, then there

Algorithm 13 is just a formulation of the properties of reduced clauses which were
stated in lemma 5.1. So- the reduction of a clause can also be computed if the clause
contains temporal literals. What is left to develop is an efficient method for finding
the substitutions () which are used in the algorithm.
Example 5.1 Assume that C = {p(x 1,x2),oq(y1,y2),p(x2,x1),oq(y3,y3)}. Then algorithm 13 works as follows:
1. First we have D

so mo
a) j

= C = {p(xi, x2), oq(y1, Y2),p(x2, xi), oq(y3, y3)} = {cpo, cp1, cp2, cp3},

= 4. The j-loop starts searching the possible candidates for substitutions.
= 0 : there is no substitution () such that D()
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~

D \ { cpo}.

Algorithm 13 Reduction Algorithm for Temporal Clauses
Input: temporal clause C
Output: reduced temporal clause D with D "" C
1: D<--C
2: i f - 0
3: Let D = { cpo, ... , 'Pm,}
4: for j = 0, ... , mi do
5:
if there exists B such that DB ~ D \ {'PJ} then
6:
D <----DB
7:
i f- i + 1
8:
goto 3
9:
else
10:
return D
11:
end if
12: end for

b) j = 1 : The algorithm finds B = {yi <---- y3, Y2 <---- y3} because DB
{p(x1,x2),p(x2,x1),oq(y3,y3)} = {cpo,cp1,cp2,cp3} C D. So we set D
{p(x1,x2),p(x2,x1),oq(y3,y3)} =DB and quit thej - loop.
2. Now D = {p(x1,x2),p(x2,x1),oq(y3,y3)}
start the j-loop.

= {cpo,cp1,cp2},

a) j = 0 : there is no substitution B such that DB
b) j

=

~

so m1

=

3. Again we

D \ {cp 0 }.

1 : there is no. substitution B such that DB ~ D \ { cpi}.

c) j = 2 : there is no substitution B such that DB

~

D \ {cp2}.

So we find that D = {p(x1, x2),p(x2, xi), oq(y3, y3)} is reduced.
The inversion of the operation or reducing a clause is not that easy. For example
assume that D = {p(x)}. Then Dis a reduced version of C 1 = {p(x),p(y)}. But Dis
also a reduced version of C2 = {p(x) , p(y),p(z)}. Moreover, D is a reduced version of
Cn = LJ~=l p(xi) for every value of n. Which of these several clauses should be returned
by an algorithm? One might argue that it should return the smallest clause C"" D
with the property that C is not reduced. But this criterion is not well-defined since if
C 1 satisfies this criterion so does every'variant C 2 of C 1 . An approach from [NCdW97]
uses the assumption that one gives an upper bound m for the number of literals to
occur in the non reduced clause. The algorithm presented there is given a reduced
clause D as input and computes variants of every C which is subsume equivalent to
D, i.e. C"" D and which satisfies the constraint of ICI ~ m. To keep the formulation
of the algorithm short and readable we define the criterion C as follows: a clause D, a
subset {,,pi, ... , 1/Jn} ~ D and a set M = { cp 1, ... , 'Pn} satisfy criterion C if
1. every 'Pi contains a variable which does not occur in D and
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2. if X1, ... , Xm is the sequence of a.11 these new variables, then there is a substitution
() = {x1 ...__ ti, .. . , Xm ...__ tm} with cpi() = 'l/Ji·
An algorithm for computing a non reduced clause from a reduced one is now stated in
algorithm 14.

Algorithm 14 Inverse Reduction Algorithm for Temporal Clauses
Input: reduced temporal clause D, integer m
Output: variant of all (non)reduced temporal clauses C with D ""' C and

JCJ <

m.
1: l ...__

2:
3:

4:
5:

6:
7:

8:
9:
10:
11:

if

0

jDJ :::; m

then
output D
while l < (m l ...__ l

+1

IDI)

do

for every set M = {cp 1 , ... , cp1} with cp E D for every i do
find every E = {'ljJ 1 , ... , 'l/J1} such that D, M and E (up to variants) satisfy
criterion C.
output D U E
end for
end while
end if

The next example completes this section and shows how the original clause from
example 5.1 can be reconstructed by algorithm 14.

Example 5.2 Consider the temporal clause D = {p(x1, x2),p(x2, x1)oq(y3, y3)} which
has been shown to be a reduced clause. lf m = 4, then algorithm 14 proceeds as follows.

IDI = 3 < m = 4, so the algorithm outputs D and sets l to 0. We have
{p(x1, x2) , p(x2, x1) o q(y3, y3)} = D.

1. We have

C1

=

1

2. Now l = 0 < 1 = m - IDI, so l = 1 and we receive the following three sets Mi
which are candidates for being added to D :

a) M1

=

{p(x1, x2)}

b) M2

=

{p(x2, x1)}

c) M3

=

{oq(y3,y3)}

These three sets are processed in order to find literals which can be added to D.
a) There 's no substitution () which fits to M1.
b) There's no substitution () which fits to M2.
c) For M3 we receive
i. M~l)

= {oq(y1,y3)} and B1 = {y1 ._ y3}
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2

ii. M~ )

= {oq(y3, y1)} and (Ji = {yl ,._ y3}

3

iii. M~ ) = { oq(yi, Y1)} and 01 = {Y1 ,._ y3}

M~ 4 ) = {oq(y1, Y2)} and 01 = {yl ,._ y3, Y2 ,._ y3}
5
v. M~ ) = {oq(y2,y1)} and 01 = {yl f--y3,y2 f-y3}

iv.

d) This yields the sets

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
V.

3. Now l

C2

= {p(x1,x2),p(x2,x1),oq(y1,y3),oq(y3,y1)}

C3 = {p(xi, x2),p(x2, x1), oq(y3, y3), oq(y3, Y1)}
C4 = {p(x1,x2),p(x2,x1),oq(y3,y3),oq(y1,y1)}

C5

=

C6

=

{p(x1,x2),p(x2,x1),oq(y3,y3),oq(y1,y2)}
{p(x1, X2),p(x2, X1), oq(y3, y3), oq(y2, Y1)}

= 1 f. 1, so the algorithm stops.

The sequence of outputs of algorithm
i

1
2
3

4
5
6

14

is now given as follows:

Ci
{p(x1,x2),p(x2,x1) oq(y3,y3)}
{p(x1, x2),p(x2, x1), oq(y1, y3), oq(y3, Y1)}
{p(x1, x2),p(x2, x1), oq(y3, y3), oq(y3, Y1)}
{p(x1, x2), p(x2, x1), oq(y3, y3), oq(y1, Y1)}
{p(x1, x2), p(x2, x1), oq(y3, y3), oq(y1, Y2)}
{p(x1, x2),p(x2, x1), oq(y3, y3), oq(y2, Y1)}

One sees that C 5 is the original clause from example 5.1.

5.3 Least Generalizations and Greatest Specializations
In this section we will turn our attention to the concepts of least generalizations and
greatest specializations of clauses. Since clauses are sets of literals, we can restrict
ourselves to the simpler case of pairwise computation of generalizations and specializations. Recall that a generalization of two literals 'lf; 1 and 'l/J2 with respect to an
ordering ~ is a literal 'lf; such that 'lf; ~ 'lf; 1 and 'lj; ~ 'l/; 2 . The basic task for computing
such generalizations will be the detection of generalizations for atoms. This can be
done using an algorithm which is only a slight generalization of the Anti-unificationalgorithm (the situation is depicted in figure 10. If 'lf; 1 and 'lf; 2 are two temporal literals,
then we will compute a generalization </J1 by applying an Anti-Unification-algorithm
and a specialization </J2 by applying a unifier which we will receive from a unification
algorithm). Therefore note that we defined the ordering ~ta in the way that an atom
which contains more temporal operators is greater than one which contains less. This
has tobe kept in mind in a refinement of the well known first order Anti-Unificationalgorithm. But before we will have to give an algorithm for the computation of a unifier
of two temporal atoms. Therefore we extend the definition of a unifier as follows.
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Figure 10: Generalization and Specialisation

Definition 5.4 Let 'lj; 1, 'l/J2 E .c~::~lit ( sig) be temporal literals. 'lj; 1 and 'lj; 2 are called
unifiable if there is a substitution () such that 'lj;1() = 'l/J2(}. () is then called a unifier.
All properties of unifiers from first order logic carry over to temporal logic. In particular the concept of a most general unifier carries over to temporal logic. In order
to compute unifiers we can rely on well known algorithms from first order logic and
slightly modify them to take the operator o into account. We will use the MartelliMontanari-algorithm from [MM82] since it is easier to understand than the linear
algorithm from [PW78] although the runtime can still be exponential in the length of
the literals. The algorithm works similar to an equation solver. Literals are considered
to be equations: in order to unify 'lj; 1 and 'lj; 2, we solve the equation 'l/J1 = 'l/J2.
In order to formalize the intuitive idea from the last paragraph, we define the function
NEXT: .c!:~~lit (sig) ~ N which returns the number of o's in a temporal literal. That is
if cp = ok'lj; for some 'ljJ E .ci~mp (sig), then NEXT(ip) = k. Furthermore we assume that
. ) ~ .ctemplit
· ) lS
· a fu nct10n
· wh"lCh g1ven
·
·
t cp = o k.t,
M ATRIX : .ctemplit
temp ( s1g
temp ( s1g
mpu
'+' re t urns
MATRIX(cp) = 'lj;. Since atoms with a different number of o's can never be unifiable 7
2
we can restrict to pairs ('lf; 1, 'lj; 2) E .c!:~~Iit (sig) with NEXT('lj; 1) = NEXT('lf;2). To
state the modified unification algorithm we need some more definitions. Formally
we have only defined unifiers for sets of literals. A unifler for a set of equations
E = {Si = tili = 1, ... , n} where all Si and ti are terms is a substitution () with si() = ti(}
for every i. Two sets E 1 and E 2 of equations are said to be equivalent if they have
the same set of unifiers, i.e. every unifier for E 1 is also a unifier of E 2 and vice versa.
Finally a set E of equations is called in solved form if E = {x1 = t1, ... ,xn = tn},
Xi =f. Xj for i =f. j and no Xi occurs in any of the terms ti. The aim of algorithm
16 is now to produce a most general unifier for to temporal literals 'l/J1 and 'l/J2 by
constructing a set of equations from 'lj;1 and 'lj; 2 and bringing this set of equations into
solved form. lt is then straightforward to construct a substitution from the solved set
of equations: such a substitution is given as the composition of all substitutions which
can be obtained from the single equations. We formalize this in algorithm 15.
7 This

is a consequence of the fact, that variables can only be substituted with terms
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Algorithm 15 Construction of a Unifier from a Set of Equations
Input: set E of equations in solved form
Output: substitution () obtained from E
1: LetE={x1=ti,
2: () f - €

.. . ,Xn = tn}

1, ... , n do
ti}
5: end for
6: return ()

3:
4:

for i

=

() +- () o {xi +-

lt is now straightforward to show that algorithm 16 indeed produces a most general
unifier of two literals 'lj; 1 and 'lj;2 if such a unifier exists. Therefore if suffi.ces to check
the proof of correctness of the algorithm when it is restricted to nontemporal literals.
We refer the reader to [Apt97) for this proof..
The inverse operation of unification will be carried out by an algorithm which is similar
to the Anti-Unification-algorithm. In analogy to algorithm 16 we only have to modify
this algorithm in such a way that it takes the temporal operator o into account.
Therefore it suffi.ces to check if NEXT('lj; 1) = NEXT('l/J2) holds. The modified algorithm
is stated in algorithm 17.
Now we are able to compute generalizations and specializations of single temporal
literals. In the next section ~he algorithms for these computations will be used for the
computations of least generalizations and greatest specializations of temporal clauses.

5.4 Algorithms for the Computation of Generalizations and
Specializations
In this section we will exploit the algorithms from the last section for building algorithms for computing least generalizations and greatest specialization of claus~s with
respect to the subsumption order for temporal clauses. Therefore we will first state
results about the existence of such generalizations and specializations.

5 .5 Specialization
The first case which we will consider is the case of computing a greatest specialization
of two clauses (we will consider this case first, since it is simpler than the case of
computing a generalization). We will first examine the case of general temporal clauses
and then concentrate on the special case of temporal horn clauses.
Recall that a specialization of two clauses 0 1 and C2 wrt. an ordering ~ is any clause
D such that D ~ C 1 and D ~ C 2. A specialization D which has the property that
D ~ C for every specialization C of C 1 and C 2 is called a greatest specialization. In
out case ~=>r=tc and a greatest specialization of C 1 and C 2 wrt. >r=tc will again be
denoted by GSS(C1, C2). We will restrict our attention to the situation of two clauses
since if we can prove the existence of GSS (C 1 , C2), then we can expand this result to
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Algorithm 16 Unification-Algorithm for Temporal Literals
.1,
r templit ( · )
1nput : ./,
'1-'l, '1-'2 E ,_,temp
s 1g
Output: Unifier 8for 1/;1 and 1/;2 if 1/;1 and 1/;2 are unifiable.

1: k1 +--- NEXT(1/>1)
2: k2 +--- NEXT(1/>2)
3: if k1 i- k 2 then
4:
output not unifiable
5:
stop
6: else
7:
E +--- 0
8:
<p1 +--- MATRIX(1/>1)
9:

10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:

34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:

<p2

+---

MATRIX(1/>2)

Let s 1 , ... , Sn and t1, ... , tm be the ordered sequences of terms occurring in <pi and <p2.
if n i- m then
output not unifiable
stop
else
E +--- EU{s1 = t1, ... ,sn = tn} /* since n = m */
while E is not in solved form do
e +--- s1 = t1
E +--- E \ {e}
end while
• e has the form f ( t (1) , ... , tm
(1)) -- !( t (2) , ... , tm
(2)) t h en
1f
1
1

E+-EU{t~ 1 ) =t?)li=l, ... ,m}

if E is solved then
goto 49
else
goto 17
end if
end if
•
( (!)
(1)) ( (2)
(2)) h
1f e has the form f t 1 , ... , tm 1 - g t 1 , ... , tm 2 t en
output not unifiable
stop
end if
if e has the form x = x then
if E is solved then
goto 49
else
goto 17
end if
end if
if e has the form t = x and t is not a variable then
E+-U{x=t}

41:
end if
42:
if e has the form x = t , x does not occur in t but occurs elsewhere then
43:
apply {x +--- t} to all equations
44:
end if
45:
if e has the form x = t, x occurs in t and x i- t then
46:
output not unifiable
47:
stop
48:
end if
49:
obtain 0 from E with algorithm 15
50:
end if
51 : end if
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Algorithm 17 Anti-Unification-Algorithm for Temporal Atoms
rtemplit ( · )
1, • 1,
I npu t : •'l'l,
'1'2 E '--temp
Sig
Output: greatest lower bound ?jJ of ?jJ 1 and ?jJ 2
1: if NEXT(?/J1) =1- NEXT(?/J2) then
2:
return T
3: else
4:
obtain ?jJ by applying the Anti-Unification-algorithm to MATRIX(?jJ 1) and
MATRIX( ?/J2)
5:
return oNExT(,Pi)?/J
6: end if

finite sets { C 1, ... , Cn} of clauses by using
(1)

So assume that C 1 and C 2 are temporal clauses. Without loss of generality we can
assume that C 1 and C 2 are standardized apart. We define D = C 1UC2. First note that
Dis again a clause. Second, C1 ~tc D and C2 ~tc D since Cic =Ci <:;; D for i = 1, 2.
Now assume that Cis a specialization of C1 and C2. So C1 ~tc C and C2 ~tc C. So
there exist substitutions 01 and 02 with C 101 <:;; C and C 2B2 <:;; C. Since C1 and C2 are
standardized apart, (}i only acts on variables which occur in Ci. Defining (} = 01 o 82,
we have

DB

(C1 u C2)B
C1B U C2B
C1B1 U C2B2

c c
So D ~tc C and Dis indeed a GSS of C1 and C2. Now assume that {C1, ... ,Cn} is
any finite set of temporal clauses. Then we use equation 1 to define GSS(C1, ... , Cn)·
Now note that this construction again yields a GSS. This is proved by induction on
n. For n = 2 the claim has already been proved. Now assume that the claim holds for
a fixed but arbitrary value of n and consider {Ci, ... , Cn, Cn+l}. Since the induction
hypothesis holds, we have that C := C1 U · · · U Cn = GSS(C1, ... , Cn)· Furthermore
we have that C1 UC = GSS(C1, C), so GSS(C1, ... , Cn, Cn+1) = C1 U · · · UCn UCn+I·
This proves the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1 Let sig be any signature. Then every finite set {C1, ... , Cn} oftemporal
clauses over sig has a greatest specialization wrl. ~tc GSS which is given by
n

GSS(C1, ... , Cn)

=

LJ Ci
i=l
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The result from the above theorem is quite useful. But since we work with temporal
horn clauses we have to establish the existence of a greatest specialization of a finite
set of temporal horn clauses which is again a temporal horn clause. Therefore assume
that the set of all temporal horn clauses over sig contains an additional element 1which is assumed to be smaller than every temporal horn clause C i.e. C >;= tc 1-. This
element will prove tobe useful due to the special form of (temporal) horn clauses. So
now assume that { C 1, ... , Cn} is a finite set of temporal horn clauses over sig. Again
we assume without loss of generality that all clauses are standardized apart. Then we
define a partition

such that {C1, ... , Ck} contains only definite temporal horn clauses and {Ck+l, ... , Cn}
contains only temporal goals. We distinguish the following cases:

Case 1 k

= 0. Then GSS(C1, ... , Cn) = C1 U · · · U Cn.

Case 2 k 2: l. Let {D1, ... , Dk} be the set of heads of clauses in {C1, ... , Ck}. Two
cases can be identified:
Case 2.1 {D 1, ... , Dk} is not unifiable. Then we set GSS(C1, ... , Cn) = 1-.
Case 2.2 {D 1, ... , Dk} is unifiable. Then let a be a most general unifier. We
set C := GSS(C1, ... , Cn) := Cia U · · · U Cna.
The cases 1 and 2.1 are trivially coirect. We need to establish the correctness of
case 2.2 in order to show the existence of a greatest specialization of {Ci, .. . , Cn}·
Therefore first note again that Cia U ... Cna is again a horn clause. This is due to
the fact that the set of heads of clauses in {C1, ... , Cn} is unifiable. Furthermore one
sees that Ci >.:=tc C for every i. Assume now that Dis any temporal horn clause with
Ci >.:=tc D for every i. So there are substitutions ()i such that Ci()i ~ C for every i and
()i only affects variables from Ci since all Ci are assumed to be standardized apart.
Set () = () 1 o · · · o Bn. Then we have for i = 1, ... , k :

So() is a unifier for {D 1, ... , Dk}· Since a is a most general unifier there is a substitution
/such that () = a o /· So we have

Ci

C1 a o / U · · · U Cna o /
C1B U · · · U CnB

c

D.

This yields C >.:=tc D , so D is indeed a GSS which is a temporal horn clause. This
proves the following theorem.
Theorem 5.2 Let sig be a signature and let {C1 , ... , Cn} be a finite set of temporal
hom clauses over sig. Then there exists a greatest specialization GSS( C1, ... , Cn)
which is either 1- or a temporal hom clause over sig.
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To conclude this section we summarize the last arguments in algorithm 18 and present
an example.

Algorithm 18 GSS-Computation for Temporal Clauses
Input: Set M = {C1, ... , Cn} of temporal horn clauses
Output: GSS(C1, ... , Cn)
1: M1 <---- {C1 , ... ,Ck} ={CE MIHEAD(C) =!= 0}
2: M2 <---- M \ M1
3: if k = 0 then
4:
return C1 U · · · U Cn
5: else
6:
if {HEAD(C1), ... , HEAD(Ck)} is not unifiable then
7:
return l_
8:
else
9:
a <---- mgu ( {HEAD( C1), ... , HEAD( Ck)})
10:
return C1a U · · · U Cna
11:
end if
12: end if

Example 5.3 Ifsig= ({(J,1),(g,1)},{(p,1),(q,1),(r,1)},{x,y,z, ... }) and

C1
C2
C3

p(x)
<----

<----

oq(J(x)), r(g(x))

r(y), r(J(y))

or(z)

<----

p(z)

then algorithm 18 yields

GSS(C1, C2)
GSS(C1, C3)

p(x)

GSS(C2, C3)

or(z)

<----

oq(f(x)),r(g(x)),r(y),r(J(y))

J_
<----

p(z),r(y),r(f(y))

5.6 Generalization
In the last section we have established algorithms for the computation of greatest
specializations of sets of temporal (horn) clauses. In this section we have to attack the
dual problem: find a least generalization of two or more temporal (horn) clauses. To
obtain such algorithms we will exploit several results from the general theory of ILP.

Definition 5.5 Let 'lj; 1 , 'lj; 2 E .c~::~lit ( sig) be literals. 'lj; 1 and 'lj; 2 are said to be compatible if they have the same top-symbol, the same sign and NEXT('lj; 1 ) = NEXT('lj; 2 ).
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Recall that for clauses C = {Ci, ... , Cn} and D = {Ci, ... , Dn} a selection is a pair
(L, M) with compatible L E C , M E D . The least generalization LGA('lj!i, 'l/J 2) of two
atoms 'l/Ji and 'l/J2 can be computed using algorithm 17. Similarly if C = {Ci, ... , Cn}
and D = {Di, ... , Dn} are temporal clauses and S ={(Li, Mi), ... , (Lm, Mm)} is any
sequence of selections, we define

Li V·· · V Lm
Mi V···VMm

Cs
Ds

and

m

LGA(Cs , Ds)

=

VLGA(Li , Mi)
i=i

We can prove the following result:
Theorem 5.3 Let sig be a signature and Let C = {Ci, . .. , Cn} and D = {Di , ... , Dn}
be temporal clauses over sig and Let S = { (Ci,, Di,), ... , (Ci,,,., Di=)} be the sequence
of all selections from C and D. The a least generalization of C and D is given by
m

LGS(C, D)

=VLGA(Ci;, Di;)·
j=i

To prove theorem 5.3 we establish the following lemma.
Lemma 5.2 Let sig be a signature and let C and D be temporal clauses over sig.

1. If Si and S2 are sequences of selections from C and D such that Si and S2
contain the same selections, then

2. If Si and S 2 are sequences of selections from C and D such that every selection
from S2 occurs in Si, then

3. If S is any sequence of selections from C and D , then
LGA(Cs, Ds) ~tc C

Proof.
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LGA(Cs, Ds) ~tc D

1. Let 8 1 and 8 2 contain the same selections. We proceed by induction on n, where
n is the number of selections in 8 1 and 8 2 . For n = 1 the claim is obvious. So

assume that the claim holds for n = m. If 8 1 and 8 2 are sequences of selections
which contain m + 1 identical selections, then we reorder 82 in such a way that
the i-th elements of 8 1 and 82 become identical. For the initial sequence 8 of
8 1 and 8 2 of length m the induction hypothesis holds. So we have that

LGA(Cs, Ds) \{ LGA(Cm+l, Dm+i)
LGA(Cs2 ,Ds2 )
LGA(Cs2 , Ds2 )
2. Let

82
81

{ (L1' Ml), ... '(Ln, Mn)}
82 U {(Ln+l, Mn+i), ... , (Ln+m, Mn+m)}.

Then we have
n

LJ LGA(Li, Mi)
i=l

(Q

LGA(Li, Mi)) c

n

c

n+m

LJ

LJ

LGA(Li, Mi) u
LGA(Li, Mi)
i=l
i=n+l
n+m
LGA(Li, Mi)
i=l
LGA(Cs1 , Ds 1 )

LJ

So LGA(Cs2 , Ds2 ) ?=tc LGA(Csu Ds,).
3. Let i be arbitrary. If LGA(Li, Mi) is computed with algorithm 17, then there
exist substitutions ()i 1 , ()i 2 such that

LGA(Li, Mi)8i 1
LGA(Li, Mi)8i 2

Li
Mi

So we have

C2.
(2.

LGA(Li,Mi)) ()i,

c

LGA(Li, Mi)) 8i 2

c

n
V Li=C
i=l
n
VMi=D
i=l

So LGA(Cs, Ds) ?=tc C and LGA(Cs, Ds) hc D.
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D
Proof of theorem 5.3 Let C 1 and C 2 be temporal clauses, let S be a sequence of all
selections from C1 and C2 and let C = LGA(C1,s, C2,s). Then we have C ?r=tc C 1 and
C ?r=tc C2 with lemma 5.2.3. Now let D = {D1, ... ,Dm} be a clause with D ?r=tc C1
and D ?r=tc C2. So there are substitutions 01 and 02 as well as literals L 1, ... , Lm E C1
and Mi, ... , Mm E C2 such that Di0 1 =Li and D102 = M 1 for every i,j E {1, ... ,m}.
Define the sequence of selections S' as

and define G := LGA(C1,s" C2,S') := {K1, ... , Km}· So there are substitutions cr1, cr2
with Gcr1 = C1,S' and Gcr2 = C2,S'. Furthermore we have (D1 V··· V Dm) 01 = C1,S'
and (D1 V··· V Dm) 02 = C2,S'. So there is a substitution "( such that (D1 V · · · V
Dm)'Y = K 1 V··· V Km = G. So D ?r=tc G. Since every selection from S' also occurs
in S, lemma 5.2.2 yields G ?r=tc C and therefore D ?r=tc C so C is indeed a least
generalization of C 1 and C2
D
The argurrients from the proof of theorem 5.3 are summarized in algorithm 19.
Algorithm 19 LGS-Computation for Temporal Clauses
Input: temporal clauses C1 = {L1, ... , Ln}, C2 = {M1, ... , Mn}
Output: Least Generalization LGS of C 1 and C2
·
1:

s f- 0

for i = 1, ... , n do
3:
for j = 1, ... , n do
4:
if Li and M 1 are compatible then
2:

5:

Sf-SU{(Li,MJ)}

end if
7:
end for
8: end for
9: m f- N umher of pairs in S
10: return V";. 1 LGA(Li, Mi)
6:

In analogy to the computation of a greatest specialization we have to add the element
1- to the possible clauses if we are working with horn clauses. The algorithm will then
work exactly as algorithm 19 except that the result is 1- if the heads of the two clauses
are both nonempty and not compatible.
To conclude this section we illustrate algorithm 19 in an example.
Example 5.4 Consider the two clauses

C1
C2

{p(x), oq(x, y), r(x, f(y))}
{ oq(a, g(b)), r(f(z1), z2), -.p(b)}

The set S of all selections of C1 and C2 is given as

S

= { ( oq(x, y),

oq(a, g(b)) ), (r(x, f (y) ), r(f (z1 ) , z2))}
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/

'

So we have

LGA(C1 ,s, C2,s)
LGA (oq(x, y), oq(a, g(b))) V LGA (r(x, f(y)), r(f(z1, z2)))
oq(z3, z4) V r(zs, ZB)
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6 l."heory Refinement Operators for Linear Clauses
6 .1 General Concepts
In this section we will adopt the definitions of downward and upward refinement operators (see [NCdW97]) for the field of temporal logic programming and present concrete
examples for both upward and downward refinement operators. We will present two
principle kinds of refinement operators: operators which work on clauses and operators which work on whole programs, i.e. sets of clauses. But before we can state such
operators and present algorithms to compute them we will first introduce some more
formalism which will enable us to reason about properties of refinement operators more
precisely.
So let M be any set and let ~ be any quasi-order on M. Furthermore let Pv. be an
upward refinement operator and let Pd be a downward refinement operator on M. That
is for every C E M it holds that

Pv.(C) <:;; {DID ~ C}
Pd(C) <:;; {DIC ~ D}
For p E {pv., Pd} and CE M we define
p 1 (C)

pn+ 1(C)
p*(C)

= p(C)
= {DI there exists E
= LJ pi(C)

E pn(C) with DE p(E)}

i;:::l

In the following definition we define several properties of refinement operators.
D efinition 6.1 Let Pv. be an upward refinement operator and let Pd be a downward
refinement operator on a quasi ordered set (M, ~) and let p E {Pv., Pd}·

1. p is called locally finite if for every C E M the set p( C) is finite and can be
computed effectively.
2. Pd is called complete if for every C1, C2 E M with C1 > C2 there exists en
element C3 E p;i(C1) with C2 ~ C3. Similarly Pv. is called complete if for every
Ci, C 2 EM with Ci < C2 there is an element C3 E p~(C1) with C2 ~ C3.
3. Pd is called proper if for every C E M it holds that Pd(C) <:;; {DIC > D}.
Similarly Pv. is called proper if for every CE M it holds that Pv.(C) <:;; {DID >

C}.

4. p is called ideal if it is locally finite, complete and proper.
One can show quite easily that there are signatures sig such that no ideal refinement
operators for the set (<[(sig), ~c) exist. This fact is closely related to the nonexistence
of some kinds of covers. We refer the reader to [NCdW97] for more details. But we
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note that this result is also important for the field of temporal logic: since the set of
all first order horn clauses over sig can be embedded into the set of all temporal horn
clauses over sig, this nonexiststence-result carries over to temporal logic.
In the next sections we will proceed as follows: first we will concentrate on refinement
operators for clauses. We will define some such operators both for the upward and the
downward case. We will also prove their properties. Similarly we will concentrate on
- the case of refinement operators for whole programs.

6.2 Refinement Operators for Clauses
in this section we will make the following assumptions:
• sig is an arbitrary but fixed signature.

• C is a temporal clause over sig which has the form

. h Ci E
w1t

rtemplit ( · ) c
L.-temp
s1g ior

every

·

i.

6.2.1 Upward Refinement Operators

Recall that for any pair C1, C2 of temporal clauses we have C 1 );=tc C 2 if there is a
substitution ()such that C 1 () i;;; C 2 . So if p is an upward refinement operator for clauses
and C is a temporal clause, we have
DE p(C) ....-. D )rtc C ....-. D() i;;; C for some ()
This has to be ensured when defining such an operator. In the sequel we will present
several upward refinement operators for temporal clauses under subsumption and prove
their properties.
1. The first upward refinement operator which we will investigate is a very simple
one: the initial set C of literals will be included in every step of refinement. This

will cause the refined clauses to grow but it makes the analysis easy as we will
see soon. Below we will see how the definition can be relaxed in order to receive
smaller (i.e. consisting of less literals) refinement clauses which have the same
properties as the clauses found by Pl ,u· Therefore we define

P1 ,u(C) := ( .. _

LJ .

LGA(Ci,

Ci)) U C

i 11-I, . . . ,n,i#1

That is: P1 ,u(C) contains of C and every possible least generalization of a pair
Ci, Ci.
First we prove that P1 ,u can indeed be used for refining temporal clauses under
subsumption that is Pl ,u defines an upward refinement operator for the subsumption ordering on temporal clauses.
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Lemma 6.1 P1,u is an upward refinement operator with respect to >r=tc.

Proof. Since C C C it suffices to show that there is a substitution e such
that (Ui,l=l, .. .,n,i#~ LGA(Ci, Cj)) e ~ C. We have for every i and every j with
i =1- j that LGA(Ci , Cj) >rta Ci and LGA(Ci, Cj) >rta Cj so it also holds that'
LGA(Ci , Cj) >r=tc Ci and LGA(Ci , Cj) >r=tc Cj. So there exist substitutions ei, ej
such that LGA(Ci, Cj)ei =Ci and LGA(Ci, Cj)ej = Cj. Assume that

For C(i) = LGA (Ci,, Ci 2 ) algorithm 17 computes two substitutions e~:) and e~~)
such that C(i)ßi = Ci and C(i)ßi = Ci • So if we set e := 1l o · · · o eik) o 8~ 1 ) o
1

1

2

· · · o e~k) the claim follows.

2

ei

D

.

The following lemma states another property of p 1,u :
Lemma 6.2 P1 ,u is locally finite.

Proof. For C = { C1, ... , Cn} it holds that

So IP1,u(C)I ~ICI+ n 2 - n = n + n 2 - n = n 2. So for arbitrary C we have that
p 1,u (C) is finite. The computability of p 1,u follows from algorithm 17. So P1,u is
indeed locally finite.
D
Another nice property of p1,u is the completeness, that is for every pair C1, C2
of temporal clauses such that C2 >-tc C 1 only a finite number of iterations of P1,u
is necessary to compute a clause C 3 which is subsume equivalent to C2.
Lemma 6.3 p 1 ,u is complete.
Proof. This is a consequence of the fact that every application of Pl ,u only adds
least generalizations.
D

However, the following lemma is a negative result.
Lemma 6.4 P1,u is not proper.

Proof. trivial, since C

~

D

C.

So the condition of idealness is not fulfilled.
Corollary 6.1 Pl ,u is not ideal.
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2. As we have already mentioned, the operator p1 ,u in general constructs refinements which are too Jarge in the sense that they contain too much literals. The
next operator will avoid this but we will see that we have to put another restrictiqn on a refinement operator in order to reach an operation which can be useful
in practice. This will then be made precise when we define the operator P3 ,u· But
before we will define the operator p~~~) which gets two additional inputs i and
j together with the clause to be refined. These indices are the numbers of the
literals which have tobe refined. That is, if C = {C1 , ... , Cn} and the operator
is given i and j, we refer to the literals Ci and C1 as objects tobe refined. This
yields a very simple operator which has unfortunately bad properties. We define

The property of being an upward refinement operator for subsumption is proved
directly from the properties of the operation LGA.
Lemma 6.5 For every choice of i and j p~i~) is an upward refinement operator
with respect to >,= tc .
'

Proof. trivial, since for every pair i, j we have

and
D

Since p~~~) ( C) is always a singleton, the locally finiteness is trivial.
Lemma 6.6 For every choice of i and j p~~~) is locally finite.

However, p~~~) is a strictly weaker operator than Pl,u·
Lemma 6. 7 There are i, j such that p~i~) is not complete.

Proof. Consider the clauses
C(l)

= {p(x1, X2),p(x3, X4), q(x1)}
~~..____,

=C1

cC2)

= {

q(y1)}
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=C2

=C3

Then for i = 1 and j = 2 we have
/i,i) (C(1))
2,u

= p(1,2)
(C(l))
2,u
= LGA (C1, C2)

= LGA(p(x1,x2),p(x3,x4))
=

{p(x1, x2)}

On the other hand we have cC 2l {y1

C

(2)

hc C

(1)

f-

xi}

. But for every i one has

therefore no C3

>=:::

(

= {q(x 1)}

(1 2)) i+l

p 2 ,~

(C

c:;;;

(1 )

cC1i and therefore

)

=

{p(x1,x2)} and

C2 with C3 E p~~~ ) ( C 1 ) exists. So, p~~~ ) is not complete.
2

2

D

Furthermore we have the following property.
Lemma 6.8 There are i and j such that p~~~) is not proper.
Proof. Consider the clause C = {p(x)}. Only one pair is possible, namely (1, 1)
1
so p~~~ )(C) = C 'tftc C. So the claim is proved.
D
Corollary 6.2 In general' p(i,j)
is not ideal.
2 ,u

3. In order to overcome the shortcomings of the operator p~~~) we now define an
operator which forms a new clause as the union of every application of p~i~)
which is possible. This operator is then closely related to Pi,u and will theref~re
inherit the property of being complete.

u

P3,u(C) :=

/i,i)(C)
2,u

i ,j = l, .. . ,n

Again we have immediately:
Lemma 6.9 P3,u is an upward refinement operator with respect to ?=tc.
Proof. We have that for every i and every j p~i~) (C) ?=tc C, that is there exists

p~~~) (C)()ij c:;;; C. Since for
variable disjoint, the composition

()ij such that

disti~ct

(i, j)

p~~~) ( C)

can be made

() = On o · · · o Onn

D

yields the claim.
Lemma 6.10 P3,u is locally finite.
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Proof. For C = { C 1 , ... , Cn} the clairn follows frorn

:S:l

D
Lemma 6.11 P3,u is complete.

Proof. The clairn follows frorn the equality

P3,u(C) = P1 ,u(C) \

c
D

and the cornpleteness of Pl ,u·

Again, p3 ,u is not ideal, since the following lernrna shows that the property of
being proper is not fulfilled .
Lemma 6.12 P3 ,u is not proper.

Proof. The proof is exactly identical to the proof of lernrna 6.8.

D

Corollary 6.3 P3 ,u is not ideal.

4. The last operator which we will define is based on the set of all literals which
are cornpati~le to at least one other literal. Therefore let

I := { i :'S njCi is cornpatible to at least one Cj, i =1- j}
and define

Lemma 6.13 P4 ,u is an upward refinement operator with respect to >?tc.

Proof. Let C = { C 1 , ... , Cn} be any temporal clause. We distinguish two cases:

Case 1 I = 0. Then P4,u (C) = C >?tc C.
Case 2 I =1- 0. Then let i, and j be indices in 1 8 . Then LGA(Ci , Cj) hc Ci and
LGA(Ci, Cj) hc Cj. The rest of the proof is analogous to the proof of this
property of Pl,u·
D
Again, the locally finiteness of this operator is trivial.
8

Note that i and j need not necessarily be distinct.
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Lemma 6.14 P4,u is locally finite.
This operator is complete. The difference in the importance for practical applications is that there are often less pairs Ci, Cj which have to be checked for the
existence of a nontrivial least generalization.

Lemma 6.15 P4,u is complete.
Proof. This property is proved similar to the completeness proof of Pl ,u·

0

Lemma 6.16 P4 ,u is not proper.
Proof. If I

= 0,

then P4 ,u(C)

=C

'ftc C.

0

Corollary 6.4 P4 ,u is not ideal.
The results from this section are collected in the following theorem.

Theorem 6.1 The upward refinement operators P1,u, p~~~), P3,u and P4,u have the following properties:
1. P1,u is locally finite and complete.
2. p~~~) is locally finite.
3. P3 ,u is locally finite and complete.

4. P4,u is locally finite and complete.
6.2.2 Downward Refinement Operators
In this section we will concentrate on the dual case of the results from section 6.2.1,
namely we will introduce operators which specialize clauses in order to receive a clause
which is more specific than the initial clause. This task is necessary whenever an ILP
system given a program P is asked to construct a program P' which implies less than
the initial program. In contrast to the last section we will only consider operators for
the subsumption ordering since the corresponding operators for the lexicographic path
ordering have the same negative properties as the upward refinement operators for
the lexicographic path ordering which have been introduced in the last section. Since
the only difference between the operators from this section and the upward refinement
operators from last section is that we now specialize instead of to generalize, all results
from last section also hold in this case. So this section will be rather short.
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l. The dual operator to p1 ,u is given by replacing the least generalization by the

greatest specialization.

P1 ,d(C) := ( . .

LJ .

GSA(Ci ,

C1)) U C

i ,J= l , .. . ,n ,i=fJ

Therefore the following lemmata are dual to the lemmata stating the properties
of Pl ,u· They are proved analogously so we will omit the proofs here.
Lemma 6.17 Pl ,d is a downward refinement operator with respect to >rtc .
Lemma 6.18 p 1 ,d is locally finite.
Lemma 6.19 p1 ,d is complete.

Since C

<:;:;

P1 ,d(C), we have that in general P1 ,u(C) 'if.tc C.

Lemma 6.20 Pl ,d is not proper.
Corollary 6.5 Pl ,d is not ideal.

2. Again, we receive a downward refinement operator by replacing the LGS operation by the GSS operation.

We will now concentrate on the properties of this operator.
Lemma 6.21 For every choice of i and j p~~1) is a downward refinement operator with respect to >;= tc .
Lemma 6.22 For every choice of i and j p~~1) is locally finite.
Proof. Again, this is trivial since p~~1) (C) always consists of a singleton and is
therefore finite.
D

However, we will have to give a new counterexample in order to show that p~i~
is in general not complete.
'
Lemma 6.23 There are i, j such that p~~1) is not complete.
Proof. Consider the clause C = {p(x) , q(x)} and i = j = l. Then one easily

verifies that

p~~d,1 ) = {p(x)}

but there is no DE
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(P~~d,1 )) *

with D ~ {q(x)}.

D

Lemma 6.24 There are i and j such that p~~J) is not proper.
Proof. Consider a clause which is a singleton, e.g. C
{p(x)} = C and the claim follows.

= {p(x)}. Then p~1 d_1 ) =
'

D

Corollary 6.6 In general, p~~J) is not ideal.

3. In analogy to

P3,u

one now has

u

P3,d(C) :=

i,j= l , . . . ,n

The properties remain the same.
Lemma 6.25

P3 ,d

is a downward refinement operator with respect to >.:=tc.

Lemma 6.26

P3 ,d

is locally finite.

Lemma 6.27

P3 ,d

is complete.

Lemma 6.28

P3,d

is not proper.

Proof. The proof is identical to the proof of lemma 6.24.
Corollary 6. 7

is not ideal.

P3,d

4. In analogy to the operator P4 ,u from the last section we define the operator
and state that it has the same properties.

Lemma 6.29 p4 ,d is a downward refinement operator with respect to >.:=tc.
Lemma 6.30

P4,d

is locally finite.

Lemma 6.31

P4 ,d

is complete.

Lemma 6.32

P4 ,d

is not proper.

Co~ollary

6.8

D

P4,d

is not ideal.

Again we conclude this section by summarizing the results in a theorem.
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P4 ,d

The orem 6.2 The downward refinement operators
following properties:

1.

P1 ,d

P1 ,d , p~~J) , P3 ,d

and

P4,d

have the

is locally finite and complete.

2. p~iJ) is locally finite.
3.

P3 ,d

is locally finite and complete.

4.

P4,d

is locally finite and complete.

6.3 Refinement Operators for Sets of Clauses
In section 6.2 we have introduced several operators p which modify a clause C in
order to receive a clause p( C) which is either more general (in case of an upward
refinement operator) or more specific (in case of a downward refinement operator)
than the initial clause C . in this section we will introduce several operators which
work on programs, i.e. sets of clauses. Again we can distinguish between downward
and downward refinement operators.
Upward Refinement Operators In this section we will present two operators which
can be used to refine a program P. Therefore ·assume that P = {P1 , ... , Pn} is a
program so each P; is a temporal horn clause. The two upward refinement operators
ey and e2 are defined as

ey(P)
i ,j=l , . . . ,n

82(P,i,j)

PU LGS(Pi , P1)

These operators can be seen as a global one (operator ey) and a Jocal one (operator
82). This is due to the fact that 8f adds every possible refinement of two clauses to
the original program (note that P ~ 8f (P), since LGS(Pi , Pi) = Pi E 8f(P) for every
i). In contrast, 82 Only adds these refinement which it is told (via the parameters i
and j) to do. The problem using 82 is to detect which values of i and j are needed
to call e2.
However we won't bother with implementation details here and concentrate on the
formal properties of the two operators. First we show that in the case of positive
information the set of logically implied objects is not negatively affected by the application of any of the two introduced operators.
Le mma 6 .33 Let PE .Ct be a temporal logic program and let 'l/; E .c!::~atom (sig) be
a ground goal. Then it holds that

1. if PF=

'l/J,

then ey(P)

F= 'l/J

2. if Pf= 'I/;, then 82(P, i, j)

f= 'l/; for

every i and j.
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Proof. Both claims can be proved by exploiting 8f(P) = PU M 1 and e~(P) =
PU M2 for some sets Mi, M 2 of temporal horn clauses. Since P f= 'lj;, any proof of
8f(P) U { •'!j;} 1--* D or 8~(P) U { • '!j; } 1--* D can be carried out independent of the sets
M1 and M2.
0
The general situation in which one of the above operators has to be called, is the
following: Assume that P is the actual temporal program which an ILP system has
constructed and f+ and f - are the given sets of positive and negative examples. If
there is e E f+ such that P ft= e, then a call to 8f or 8~ can eventually construct
a program which has this property. Of course one has to be careful not to generalize
too much since it could happen that after the application of 81 a negative example
is implied, i.e. ey(P) F e' for some e' E f-. This is clearly a Situation in which e~
should be preferred. Nevertheless since

8f(P)

8f ({P1, ... , Pn})

LJ

GSS(Pi, Pj)

i,j=l, ... ,n

PU

u
u

i ,j= l , ... ,n,i#j

PU

e~(P,i,j)

i,j=l ,„.,n,ifoj

we have that every call of 81 can be simulated by several single calls of e~.
A problem which we have to attack is that after applying one of the Operators e1
and 8~ the new program eventually becomes too big in the sense that some of the
clauses may contain more literals. Here we will now adopt the concept of reducedness
introduced in chapter 5. We will work as follows: if P = {P1, ... , Pn} is a temporal
program, we define for Pi the clause RED(Pi) tobe a reduced clause which is subsume
equivalent to Pi. Similarly for P we have RED(P) = {RED(P1), ... , RED(Pn)}. This
construction enables us always to keep the smallest program which fits our needs. This
approach will now be justified. Therefore we will first prove the following lemma.
Lemma 6.34 Let P be a temporal program and let G be temporal ground goal. Then
every Resolution step in a rejutation PU{ •G} 1--* 0 can also be carried out in RED(P).
Proof. Let P

= {Pi, . .. , Pn} be given and assume that
RED(P)

=

{RED(P1), ... , RED(Pn)}

is constructed from P. Furthermore let G = G 1, ... , Gm be a temporal ground goal.
Assume further that PU{ •G} 1--* 0. Since every Pi is subsume equivalent to its reduced
version RED(Pi) we have that there are substitutions ei such that Piei ~ RED(Pi)· We
now consider a resolution step G 1 , ... ,Gn = d< 1l 1-- c< 2 l. Then c< 2l = Res(Pi, G,a)
for some i and a = mgu(HEAD(Pi), Gj) for some j. If
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then

c< 2 ) =

(G1, ... , Gj-1, Bi, ... , Bm, Gj+l, ... , Gn) a

Since AB} E RED(Pi) we have that a' = mgu(Aaf, Gj) exists due to Pi ~ RED(Pi)·
So we can construct the new Resolvent

0

and therefore the claim is proved.
An application of lemma 6.34 is now given by the following theorem.

Theorem 6.3 Let P be a temporal logic program and let 'l/; be a temporal ground goal.
If P f= '!/;, then RED(P) f= '!/;.
Proof. If Pf= '!/;, then there exists a temporal SLD-refutation for PU{-.'lj;} f---* 0. Each
step in this refutation uses an input clause from P. Due to lemma 6.34 each of these
steps can be simulated using a clause from RED(P). So we have that RED(P) f= '!/;. 0
So theorem 6.3 allows the usage of reduced clauses for theory refinement. Furthermore during inducing a program an ILP system can always keep the actual programs
reduced. So no unnecessary information will be stored at any point of time. This
approach is now formulated in algorithms 20 and 21 for both operators
and e~.

er

Algorithm 20 Global Upward Theory Refinement;
Input: temporal program P = {Pi, ... , Pn}
Output: refined temporal program P'
1: P' +-- 0
2: for i = 1, .. . , n do
3:
Pf f - RED(Pi)
4:
P' +-- P' U {Pf}
5: end for
6: for i = 1, ... , n do
7:
for j = 1, ... , n do
8:
if i -=/:- j then
9:
P' +-- P' U {RED (LGS(PJ, Pj))}
10:
end if
11:
end for
12: end for
13: return P'

er

Although the programs which are constructed using algorithms 20 and 21 only contain
clauses without redundant information, there is still the possibility that there are
clauses which are useless in the sense that they are not needed in any refutation.
Since we deal with both positive and negative examples, there are two possibilities:
positive If e E [+ is a positive example, a program P is accurate if P f= e. So if this is
the case, then there is a refutation for PU {-.e} f---* 0. We define the set PosDEP
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Algorithm 21 Local Upward Theory Refinement; 8~
Input: temporal program P = { P 1 , ..• , Pn}, integers i, j
Output: refined temporal program P'
1: if i = j then
2:
return P
3: eise
4:
return PU {LGS(Pi , P 1 )}
5: end if

to be the set of all clauses from P which occur in at least one such refutation. Of
course it is possible that there exists more than one such SLD-refutation. But
for the theory it is not important which of these refutations is used. But we
should note that if P f= e then there exists at least one set U ~ P with U f= e
which has the property that every V ~ P with IVI < IUI does not imply this
example. Suchsets are called minimal contradictive wrt. (P,e). Unfortunatelly
it is undecidable if an arbitrary subset U ~ Pis minimal contradictive wrt. (P, e)
(see [Ko103]). Formally we define a set PosDEP by
PosDEP(P, e)

{Pi E PI Pi is used in at least one refutation
of PU {•e} f-* D}

and the set of all clauses which are needed in at least one refutation of at least
one positive example e E t;+ as

u

Pos (P,t:+) =

PosDEP(P, e)

eE& +

So clearly the clauses C E P \ Pos(P, t:+) are useless in the sense described
above. They can in principle be removed from P. 9
negative The case of negative information is more complicated than the above case

of positive information. The main reason for this is the undecidability of logical
implication. Therefore we will explbit the technique of negation as failure which
we have introduced in chapter 3. That is for testing if P ft= e for some e E c:- it
suffices to show that there is a finitely failed fair SLD-tree rooted with •e. But
we will not go into this further since it will not yield new information which can
be used in the theory.
A philosophical note on the above remarks is that the principle which we have described
corresponds with the principle of Occam's Razor (see [BEHW87]) which can be roughly
described as: If you have the choice between two explanations for a phenomenon, then
choose the one which is simpler. lt is obvious that the approach of removing clauses
9 0f

course it might b e possible that these clauses will be needed again at a later point of time. So
they will have to be reconstructed by an ILP-algorithm. This is a drawback b etween the speed of
inference and the size of t he inferred programs.
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which are not needed to derive the positive examples are redundant in this sense and
that a program which contains such clauses is not simple in the sense of Occam's
Razor. The simplest program in this sense would then be the union of all minimal
contradictive sets for every e E [+. Since in general, these sets are not uniquely
determined, there is the possibility that two or more programs have to be considered
to be the simplest solutions. In general, if there are n elements in [+, mi is the number
of minimal contradictive sets wrt. (P, ei) and m = I::~=l mi with {M1, ... , Mm} is the
multiset 10 which consists of all minimal contradictive subsets for some e E [+ then the
total size of minimal solutions for the model inference problem induced by (E+, l'-) is
given as
t

= m - l{(i,j)li-/=: j,Mi = MJ}I

Downward Refinement Operators In the case of downward refinement of programs
we can again consider a global and a local approach. The interpretation is the same as
in the case of upward refinement except that we do not generalize but specialize now . '
The definition of the two operators which can be used is then given as

i ,j=l , .. . ,n

e~(P, i,j)

We immediately have results dual to the results for the upward refinement operators
e1 and e~.
Lemma 6.35 Let P be a program and let 'lj; be a ground goal. Then

1. if P ~ 'lj;, then 8f(P) ~ 'lj;
2. if P ~ 'lj;, then 8~(P,i,j) ~ '1j; for every i,j

Proof. Every CE 8f(P) \ P (CE 8~(P, i,j)) is a specialization of two clauses from
P, i.e. C = GSS(Pi,PJ) for some i,j E {1, ... ,n}. So we have Pf= C. Assuming
8f (P) f= 'lj; or e~(P, i, j) f= 'lj; yields P f= 'lj; which contradicts the assumption P ~ 'lj;.
0
The above lemma enables an ILP system to refine programs and to ensure that if a
negative example is not implied by the original program P then is is also not implied
by the refined program P'.
We can also adopt the concept of reducing the created program which we have described in the last section for upward refinement. So the programs created by the
operators 8f and e~ can also be seen as smallest programs which are possible solutions of the model inference problem.
To conclude this section implementations of the two operators are given in algorithms
22 and 23.
10

Roughly speaking, a multiset is a set in which elements can occur more than once.
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Algorithm 22 Global Downward Theory Refinement;
Input: temporal program P ={Pi, ... , Pn}
Output: refined temporal program P'
1:

P' ,___

et

0

for i = 1, ... , n do
3:
P{ ,___ RED(Pi)
2:

4:
5:

6:
7:

8:
9:
10:

11:
12:

13:

P' ,___ P'

U { P{}

end for
for i = 1, ... , n do
for j = 1, ... , n do
if i =J. j then
P' ,___ P'U {RED (GSS(P{,Pj))}
end if
end for
end for
return P'

Algorithm 23 Local Downward Theory Refinement; 8~
Input: temporal program P = {P 1 , ... , Pn} , integers i, j
Output: refined temporal program P'
1: if i = j then
2:
return P
3: eise
4:
returnPU{GSS(Pi,P1 )}
5: end if
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7 Complexity lssues
In this section we will investigate properties of certain dasses of programs in .Cte~p (sig)
with respect to identifiability in the PAC-setting (a reader which is not familiar with
this model is referred to [Fis99]). If we are able to show that a dass C of programs
from .Ctemp (sig) has v := VCDIM (C) < oo then C is learnable in the PAC setting.

7 .1 The VC-Dimension of some Classes of Linear temporal
Programs
We will now analyze the complexity of some dasses of .Ctemp (sig) programs by stating
their VC-Dimension. We will restrict on propositional programs since this case is more
tractable than the general first order case where we would have to deal with many
results of undecidability when handling relations defining nontotal function graphs.
We will now define 'four dasses of .Ct programs. For this assume that a dause C is
again given in set notation that is C = {C1, ... , Cn}· Recall that NEXT(L) was defined
on literals tobe the number of occurrences of o in L. We extend this concept to dauses
by defining
NEXT(C) = max{NEXT(Ci)li = 1, . . . , n}

Definition 7 .1 Let .Ct be defined over a propositional signature sig. Let n , j
arbitmry integers. Then

E

N be

SINGLEn ={PE .CtlP = {P1 , ... , Pn} and 't/i: NEXT(Pi):::; l}
BOUNDEDn,j ={PE .CtlP = {P1, ... ,Pn} and 't/i: NEXT(Pi):::; j}
UNBOUNDEDn ={PE .CtlP = {P1, ... ,Pn}}
UNBOUNDED =

u

UNBOUNDEDn

n~O

For n

~

2 and j fixed we dearly have the following (in)equalities:
· SINGLEn = BOUNDEDn,1
BOUNDEDn,j

C

u

BüUNDEDn,j

j~l

= UNBOUNDEDn
C

u

UNBOUNDEDn

n~O

= UNBOUNDED
The first dass to be analyzed is SINGLEn for a fixed value of n. This dass consists of
all programs with at most n program statements which only contain literals with at
most one application of o. We have that for any X E SINGLEn the size of Xis bounded
from above by n. In particular, X is a finite set. If we make the assumptions that
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• every clause in an element X E SINGLEn is seen as a set and
• this set is considered to be unordered,
then the following lemma is immediately:
Lemma 7.1 Let sig be a propositional signature.
program clauses which can be built jrom sig.

Then there are 2 2IPrl+1 different

Proof. Since every statement has a nonempty head we have that there are 21Prl
different heads (for every predicate symbol p and op are possible). The number of tails
is now given by the number of subsets of the set {l, ... , 21Pr}. This number is equal
to 22IPrl. So we have 21Prl · 221Prl = 22IPrl+ 1 different clauses.
D
Furthermore we have that SINGLEn consists of

(2)
different programs. This number can be estimated as follows:

2 ~+1 (221:
2

1+1)

~

( e . 22:rl+l) n

k=O

In particular, the number of programs in SINGLEn is finite.
Now the value of VCDIM(SINGLEn) will be constructed. Therefore we will exploit the
fact that there are only finitely many programs in SINGLEn . So there is an enumeration
{P1, ... , Pm} = SINGLEn with P; =/=- P1 for i =/=- j and some value of m. So for every
X E SINGLEn we have

Ils1NGLEn (X) = {X n p \ p E SINGLEn}

={XnP;\i=l , ... ,m}
= LJ{X nP; \i=l, ... ,m}

=X
Since \XI~ n, we have
VCDIM (SINGLEn) = \IIs1 NGLEn \ = 2k

{o}

k = log2 n.

This proves the following theorem.
Theorem 7.1 For every n E N the class SINGLEn is PAC-learnable. lt has

VCDIM (SINGLEn)
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=

log 2 n.

The next dass we will examine is the dass BOUNDEDn,j for given values of n and j.
This is simple, since BOUNDEDn,j is also finite . The only difference to SrNGLEn is the
number of different programs in BOUNDEDn,j. So again for X E BüUNDEDn,j we have
IIBouNoEon,; = X and therefore the following result is immediately:
Theorem 7.2 For every n,j E N the class BOUNDEDn,j is PAC-learnable. lt has

VCDrM (BüUNDEDn,j) = log 2 n .

In contrast to the two dasses which we have examined so far, the dass UNBOUNDEDn
is infinite. But since for every XE UNSOUNDEDn it holds that IXI ~ n, we can again
state a positive result concerning the learnability of this dass. So let n be any fixed
integer and let X be a program from UNBOUNDEDn· Then we again have
IluNBOUNDEDn (X) ={X n p
= {X n P

1
1

p E UNBOUNDEDn}
P = {P1, ... , Pm} for m ~ n}

={XnPllPl~n}

=X
So we again have (since IPI

~

n < oo) the following theorem.

Theorem 7.3 For every n E N the class UNBOUNDEDn is PAC-learnable. lt has

VCDIM (UNBOUNDEDn) = lofö n.
In contrast to these three positive results concerning the PAC-learnability of dasses
of propositional Lt-programs, we will now see that the dass UNBOUNDED of all
propositional Lt-programs is not PAC-learnable.
Of course for X E UNBOUNDED we still have IluNsouNoED (X) =X. But since X can contain any finite number of dauses, the value of VCDIM (UNBOUNDED) is not bounded
anymore. This is a simple consequence of the following lemmata.
Lemma 7.2 For every X E UNBOUNDED there is a minimal value k with X E
UNBOUNDEDk which is uniquely determined.
Proof. trivial.
Now we will show that the dass UNBOUNDED is not PAC-learnable.

D

Lemma 7.3

VCDIM (UNBOUNDED) =

00

Proof. Assume that there is k E lR such that k = VCDrM (UNBOUNDED). Then
choose the maximum value n 0 E N with log n 0 ~ k. So we have

VCDIM (UNBOUNDED) = VCDIM (UNBOUNDEDn 0 ) .
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Assume now that P E UNBOUNDED \ UNBOUNDEDno· Due to lemma 7.2 there is a
uniquely determined minimal value n such that P E UNBOUNDEDno+n· But since

IIUNBOUNDEDno+n (p)

=P

d 2U NBOUNDEDn
'F
o

we have a contradiction. So indeed VCDIM (UNBOUNDED) = oo as claimed.
D
An immediate consequence of this lemma is the following theorem which concludes
this subsection.

Theorem 7.4 The class UNBOUNDED is not PAC-leamable.

7 .2 Efficiency Results for some Classes of Programs
This subsection will briefly consider results regarding the number of examples which
are needed for identifying a program from a class which is PAC learnable. Since the
classes SINGLEn, BüUNDEDn,j and UNBOUNDEDn have identical values ·
V CD IM (SINGLEn) = VCDIM (BOUNDEDn ,j) = VCDIM (UNBOUNDEDn) = log n
we will see that the number of examples needed for identifying a program from any of
these three classes is always the same. Therefore we exploit a result from the theory
of PAC-learning which is well known. lt is stated in the following lemma.

Lemma 7.4 Let C be a class which is PA C-leamable and let c, 8 be given with 0 < c :S:
~ and 0 < 8 < 1. Then for every consistent leaming algorithm A the number m(c, 8)
can be estimated by
m(c, 8) :S: max {

~ ln ~' BVC~IM (C) ln 1€3 }

In the case of SINGLEn , BüUNDEDn,j and UNBOUNDEDn this number gives
4 8logn

4

13}

m(c, 8) :S: max { ~ ln , - c - ln ~
8

Example 7.1 Assume that C = UNBOUNDEX156· Then for c
algorithm needs at most 11

0.02,8

4 8 log2 n ln -13 }
mcu
( ;:) <max { -4 1n-

)

-

c

c

8'

=max{___±_ ln ___±_,
0.02
0.04

c

810 2156
g
1n 130.02}
0.02

ln156
}
=max { 200ln100,400~ln650
=max {921 , 18875}
= 18875

examples to ensure the PAC-criterion for c and 8.
11 We

will use (rounded) integers here.
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Figure 11: Maxirnurn nurnber of exarnples depending on c and 8.
One clearly sees frorn .t his exarnple that the nurnber of positive and negative exarnples
necessary for learning the classes SINGLEn, BOUNDEDn,j and UNBOUNDEDn can grow
very fast with n. But in the exarnple n = 156 is chosen very large. In rnany practical
applications this value will be rnuch srnaller.
Figure 11 shows the growth of the function m(c, 8) for sorne fixed values of c and 8
and n ranging frorn 1 to 100.
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8 Conclusions
We have introduced a framework for the synthesis of programs written in a linear
temporal programming language from positive and negative examples. Although the
language which we have uses is a very simple one, many important concepts arising
in temporal logic can be formulated in our language. In particular, every finite state
automaton can be described by a program in our language. Therefore every temporal
program which can be modeled by such a finite automaton can be described by a
program from our language.
Further work will be considered with two topics:
• Induction of programs in more powerful languages, that is temporal languages
containing constructs for fixpoints, and induction of programs containing constraints. Good candidates for an analysis afe full LTL which contains Alwaysand Until- constructs and CTL respectively CTL * containing state as well as
path formulas.
• Theory Refinement of propositional temporal programs based on the structure of
their representing automata. This approach will not be limited to the language
presented in this report, since also more powerful propositional languages such
as LTL ([MP92]) , CTL ([EC82], [CE81]) and CTL * ([ES84]) can be represented
by suitable w- automata.

\
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Construction of a Unifier from a Set of Equations .
Unification-Algorithm for Temporal Literals . . .
Anti-Unification-Algorithm for Temporal Atoms
GSS-Computation for Temporal Clauses
LGS-Computation for Temporal Clauses
Global Upward Theory Refinement; ey
Local Upward Theory Refinement; e2
Global Downward Theory Refinement; et
Local Downward Theory Refinement; e2
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